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-“THAT THY WAY MAY BE KNOWN UPON EARTH, THY SAVING HEALTH AMONG ALL NATIONS.”
VOL. FRIDAY, JANUARY 1, 1836.
GEORGE W. MYERS, PRINTER.
The following beautiful hymn was written by the late 
Anna Jane Linnard.
Sleeper! awake, and sing,
The shades of night are gone;
Sleeper awake, and sing,
The sun is hast’ning on.
He rises from his ocean bed,
Sleeper! arouse! lift up thy head.
Behold his glorious beams,
Spread o’er the mountain top,
And now, like golden streams,
Pour down its rocky slope.
The fields and trees are bathed in light,
The verdant earth with joy is bright.
The birds are on the wing,
They warble forth their lays;
How sweet the notes they sing 
To their Creator’s praise!
Sleeper! and canst thou silent be?
Has God, thy God, no claims on thee ?
He watch’d thy slumb’ring hour,.
He guarded thee from ill;
His arm of love and power 
Is cast around thee still.
Oh, come, thy grateful off’ring bring ;
Awake! awake! his goodness sing.
Each day its duty brings;
Arise, and seek his face,
In Him are all thy springs
Of life, and strength, and grace.
Awake, awake, His love adore,
His mercy seek, His aid implore.
S E L F-E X A M I N A T 10 N;
OR 365 QUESTIONS, BEING ONE FOR EVERY DAY 
IN THE YEAR.
JANUARY.
1. Have I entered upon the first day of this year with 
any suitable meditation -on the uncertainty of life, and 
with earnest supplication for grace to redeem the time?
2. Have I thjs day put up petitions against those sins, 
of which I find myself most guilty ?
3. Did I this morning make my resolution to walk close­
ly with God, in dependence on Him who alone workethiu 
me both to will and to do of His good pleasure? (Phil. ii. 
13.)
4. Do I desire to lay bare my heart of every disguise, 
and know myself as 1 am?
5. In what particulars do 1 find my own will increas­
ingly disposed to submit to the Divine will?
6. Am I truly thankful for the undisturbed enjoyments 
of Sabbath privileges in a land of Gospel liberty ?
7. Do I aim at an appearance in life, inconsistent with 
the simplicity of my Christian profession ?
MISSIONARY.
A HEATHEN CITY.
We have accounts from the American mission 
at Madura as late as the 26th May. The Rev. 
Messrs. Eckard and Todd, and their families 
were settled there and our readers will be 
gratified with the following description of the 
place, in a letter from Mr. Eckard.
“ Madura is 70 miles inland in a direct line 
from the sea. It is built within view of the 
Ghaut mountains and is on the whole beauti­
fully situated. We live a little distance outside 
of the walls, where we have purer air and far 
less noise, and are as near to our work as if we 
were in the heart of the place. It is a square 
city, about three miles in circuit, surrounded by 
a new wall which is faced on the outside all over 
with large stones laid in massonry, and in the 
inside with bricks. This wall is twenty feet 
thick at the base. The streets are regular, 
twenty or thirty feet wide, very dusty, throng­
ed with people, oxen, boys, &c. The houses are 
generally low, mud-thatched buildings, with 
some of plastered brick of much higher preten­
sions. Upon the whole, the streets are very 
mean looking. A royal palace, which is still in 
a state of considerable preservation, and a mag­
nificent temple, are the chief buildings. There 
is another temple which would be great if it was 
not lost before the magnitude of the shrine of 
Meen Atche. This goddess, or “the fish-mother,'’ 
is worshipped as the tutelary deity of the place. 
Her temple, or coil, is 800 feet long, and six 
hundred and sixty broad. This space is sur­
rounded by a stone wall, twenty-five feet high. 
There are four gateways, on each side, each 
surmounted by a pyramid from 120 to 150 feet 
high: and 60 feet square at the base, built of 
brick and plastered over; the outside being 
completely covered with figures of men, &c. in 
plaster. In the interior there are many colon­
nades and large rooms, and rows of images 
wrought on pillars. It is said there are ten 
thousand columns in all: certainly there are 
thousands, and I think hundreds of thousands 
of images in stone and plaster. There are many 
shrines and holy places. To some of these visi­
ters are not permitted to go; but once 1 went, 
by permission, to a place which was regarded 
as a holy one, and saw the worshippers bowing 
down to huge black stone idols smeared over 
with oil. The whole structure is vast compli­
cated, and orientally magnificent.
“ The royal palace is somewhat in the Go­
thic style. It is uninhabited, and partly in ruins. 
One of the rooms is a hall 150 feet long, 50 feet 
wide and 60 high: its roof supported by stone 
columns, with pointed arches connecting them. 
The highest part is a dome about eighty feet in 
height and sixty in span. A narrow winding 
flight of stairs leads to the terraced roof, from 
whence there is a fine view of the city of Mad­
ura and the adjacent country. We have pro­
cured a piece of ground outside the walls, just 
by the old palace, on which we -are about to 
erect houses for residence, schools, &c. The 
situation is quite pleasant and healthy. As to 
this last point I do believe that India has been 
slandered; it is a more salubrious country on 
the whole than America. I here ar e a few djs_ 
eases of a terribly fatal character; jf a man es­
capes these and the liver complaint (and the 
probabilities in every case arc strong that he 
will,) he may live here with comfort, except 
that he is exposed to debility. Madura is said 
to be one of the hottest places in India. The 
hot season has commenced, but really it is very 
comfortable if we keep quiet (I do not mean
torpid) in the house. Wemay read, write, and 
study, but cannot take much exercise, even in 
the shade, until the cool of the day.”
Some time after this had been written, the 
missionaries found that they had not known 
what the greatest heat of the climate was.— 
The thermometer ranged from'92 to 95 in the 
shade, but almost every evening the heat was 
mitigated by a thunder-gust.—Sunday School 
Journal.
INHUMANITY OF THE CASTE SYSTEM.
Mr. Selkirk an English missionary in Ceylon, 
relates—
I was extremely shocked to witness what I 
did this evening. In passing through the Cin­
namon Gardens I saw a black man lying on the 
side of the road, apparently dead. On going to 
him, I found that he was yet breathing; and as 
several persons were passing by, I called them to 
assist in raising him up, that we might see what 
ailed him. I was astonished, however, that 
every one refused to give the least assistance. 
One of them however condescended to walk 
with me to a village near, to call the policeman 
or any one else that we might find. Before we 
came hack with two Malay peons, a great crowd 
of persons had collected. The two persons and 
myself raised the man up, and we found him to 
be a Caffre-man, who had been very much 
beaten and bruised. In the mean time, a na­
tive medical gentleman came up from Colombo 
and, by his assistence, we lifted him into a cart 
and had him conveyed to a tavern near, where 
he would be taken care of till morning- The 
Cingnalese people stood by all the while, and 
offered not the least help. They thought it 
would be either defiling or degrading to touch 
a Caffre, whom they despise; for every one that 
was beckoned to help, refused saying “Chee (a 
word expressive of the utmost disgust and ab­
horrence) mata baha"—“ I cannot.” If the man 
had not been removed from the place where he 
was found, the probability is, that, before morn­
ing he would have been torn to pieces by the 
jackals, numbers of which live in the Cinnamon 
Gardens: from whence they come at night,
sometimes 1OO or 200 in a pack__ Sun. School
Journal.
HISTORICAL.
From the Church Advocate.
HISTORY OF THE CHURCH IN THE U. STATES. 
NO. 1.
History of the Church previous to the Revolution.
The eastern shores of the country now de­
nominated the United States, were discovered 
under English auspices, and claimed by the 
English monarch, as early as the year 1497.— 
Yet, in deference to the authority of Pope 
Alexander the sixth, who had granted to the 
Spaniards all the territory more than a hun­
dred leagues west of the Azores, no settlement 
was attempted prior to the Reformation of the 
British Church. The feeble minority of Ed­
ward the sixth distracted with factions, was not 
a more favorable period to schemes of doubtful i 
utility, and the bigotry of his successor, Mary, I 
disposed her to pay a sacred regard to that grant 
of the Holy sec, which vested in her husband 
Philip, an exclusive right to the New World.— 
It was not before the reign of Elizabeth that 1 
the English began seriously to form plans of set- I 
tling colonies in those parts of America which j 
hitherto they had only visited. Their early ef- i 
forts, however, proved abortive, and no settle- j 
ment was permamently established previous to 
the reign of James I.
On the 29th of April, 1607, two years before 
the settlement of Canada by the French, seven j 
years before the founding of New York by the 
Dutch, and thirteen years before the landing of 
the Puritans at Plymouth, a small band of col- j 
onists disembarked on that coast denominated, 
in honor of Queen Elizabeth, Virginia. They 
brought with them the refined habits of the high­
er orders of English society; they were mem­
bers of the Church established in the mother 
country, and they were accompanied in their 
adventurous undertaking by the Rev. Mr Hunt, 
an exemplary clergyman, whom they venerated 
as a father, and loved as a friend. Religious 
considerations had, in a great measure,conduct- i 
ed to their voluntary expatriation. They had 1 
been required by their sovereign to provide for 
the preaching of the gospel among themselves 
and the neighboring Indians, and they had been 
taught to regard their undertaking as a work, 
which by the providence of God, might tend 
“to the glory of his divine majesty,” and “the 
propagating the Christian religion.” The piety 
of the emigrants, stimulated by the exhortations 
of their pastor, led to the almost immediate 
erection of a building, humble indeed, but ded­
icated to the service of the Almighty. On the 
14th of May, within three weeks after their ar­
rival, the colonists partook of the Lord’s Sup­
per: and Virginia commenced its career of civ­
ilization, with the most impressive solemnity 
of the Christian Church. Upon a peninsula, 
which projects from the northern shore of James 
river, may still be seen the ruins of the first 
Episcopal place of worship in North America; 
and this, with its surrounding burial ground, 
is now almost the only memorial of Jamestown.
Such were the fathers of the Church in the 
newly discovered continent: and it maybe fair­
ly presumed that, if all succeeding emigrants 
had possessed a kindred spirit, the form of re­
gion which they introduced, would have con­
tinued to prevail in the United States until the 
present day. But various causes soon contri­
buted to multiply a very different class of set­
tlers. In the year 1614,NewYork was colonized 
by the Dutch, who brought with them their own 
confession of faith, and their Presbyterian form 
of ecclesiastical government. In 1620, the Pu­
ritans succeeded in colonizing New-England, 
and in establishing their peculiar discipline.— 
The Swedes and Finns introduced Lutheranism 
into Delaware and New Jersey in 1627; Mary­
land was settled by Roman Catholics in 1634; 
and Pennsylvania, by the Society of Friends in
1681. Long before the termination of the 17th 
century, the members of the Church of Eng­
land in the colonies, were exceeded in number 
by those of other persuasions. Nor was this all. 
From the Puritans they soon began to experi­
ence opposition. The latter denomination, al­
though required by their charter to conform to 
the laws of England, scrupled not to constitute 
a religious establishment, widely differing from 
that which the laws of England recognized.— 
Some of their number offended at this procedure, 
withdrew from communion with their dissenting 
brethren, and assembled separately to worship 
God according to the Liturgy of the Church. 
This was too much to be patiently endured by 
the dominant majority. The leaders of the par­
ty, two brothers named Brown, were expelled 
from the colony, and sent home to England. A 
monument has been erected to their memory in 
St. Peter’s Church at Salem, which describes 
these worthy men as the first champions of re­
ligious liberty in America. Heavy fines were 
inflicted on those who took part in Episcopalian 
ceremonies. Severe laws were enacted against 
“ the observance of any such day as Christmas 
or the like,” and an inquisition existed in sub­
stance, with a full share of its terrors and its vi­
olence.
As the country increased in population, the 
church nevertheless slowly advanced. Even in 
New England, a few churches were at length 
established, and under a load of obloquy, grad­
ually gathered strength. New York having fall­
en into the hands of the English, a church was 
erected in that city. Philadelphia, under the 
tolerant influence of theFriends,was blessed with 
an Episcopal place of worship: and in Mary­
land, several congregations were organized. The 
Cavaliers and their descendants fled to Virgin­
ia to escape the persecution of Cromwell’s 
government; and in that country, the Church 
maintained undisputed pre-eminence for nearly 
a century, notwithstanding the efforts of Mis­
sionaries from New England to produce a de­
fection.
Up to the period of the Revolutionary war, 
however, the number of Episcopalians was very 
small, except in the sounivn. ^Monies. Iii Vir­
ginia and Maryland a provision for the main­
tenance of the clergy was made by law, the ter­
ritory was divided into parishes, churches were 
built and glebes attached. Here the church 
possessed all the authority, and commanded all 
the respect of a national establishment. But in 
the provinces north and east of Maryland, the 
congregations were few and far between,and,for 
a considerable time, confined to the larger 
towns. It is believed that the only considerable 
endowment, by the English government in favor 
of the Church in the northern colonies, was a 
grant of lands to Trinity Church, New York.— 
But during the early part of the eighteenth cen­
tury, a firm friend was raised up to the Church 
in the “Society for Propagating the Gospel in 
Foreign parts.” By means of this excellent in­
stitution, the greater part of the clergy resident 
in New England, New York, Pennsylvania, and 
New Jersey were maintained, and the number 
of congregations considerably increased. To 
this society a very considerable grant was made 
by the colonial government, which under equi­
table management, might have sufficed to sup­
port the institutions of the Church to an indefi­
nite extent. When Vermont was first survey­
ed, it was divided into townships 6 miles square, 
114 of which were granted by New Hampshire. 
In each of these, one right of land containing 
usually 330 acres, was reserved for the first set­
tled minister; one right as a glebe for the 
Church of England; and one to the Propaga­
tion society. But the surveyors being unfriendly 
to Episcopacy, the lots reserved for the society 
| and for the glebes, were often situated within 
j the same identical spot, and often on mountains, 
• rocks or morasses, in consequence of which, the 
grant promoted hut little the cause which it 
was designed to subserve.
It is obviously important that something 
should be said in regard to the character of the 
clergy previous to the Revolution. It is the more 
desirable on account of the many misapprehen­
sions which exist in regard to this subject. Let 
it then be remarked, that the missionaries of 
the Propagation Society were generally men of 
holy, self-denying lives, and of blameless repu­
tation. The venerable association just men­
tioned, issued a notice in 1735, and subsequent­
ly, in which they besought those concerned to 
recommend no man to them as a missionary, 
“but with a sincere regard to the honor of Al­
mighty God and our blessed Saviour.” In the 
same circular, they expressed their persuasion 
that any clergyman in America who disgraced 
his character, must have gone thither without 
their knowledge, and they concluded by pro­
mising to dismiss any one in their employment, 
against whom a just complaint could be prefer­
red. It is true that many disorders prevailed in 
those districts where the law, by assigning a con­
siderable stipend to ministerial services, held 
out an allurement to the unprincipled. And 
let, even under these circumstances, the cler­
gy and their people were free from many impu­
tations which must forever attach to the memo­
ry of their chief opponents. I he absurd super­
stitions which flourished in the North, found an 
uncongenial soil in the Southern colonies, and 
the terrific excitements in regard to witchcraft 
had little nourishment where the mild and 
scriptural worship of the Church prevailed.— 
The severe laws of Viiginia against dissent,car­
ry an appearance of persecution ; but let it be 
recollected that these laws were seldom execut­
ed, and perhaps never to their full extent.
The disorders which actually existed, should 
be traced to their proper source, the want of 
an efficient supervision. The destitution again 
should he assigned in all justice to its principal 
cause, namely, the opposition of the powerful 
bodies of dissenters, especially the Puritans.— 
For although the Bishop of London was consid­
ered as the diocesan of the American Episco­
pal churches, it is evident that his authority 
could not be effectually exerted at such a dis­
tance, and unworthy clergymen could not be
removed without considerable difficulty. The 
jurisdiction of a prelate beyond the seas was al­
so viewed with jealousy by many; and the at­
tempt to obviate existing inconveniences by the 
delegation of a commissary in 1700, met with 
hut partial success. Other causes contributed 
to render the appointment of a colonial Bishop 
extremely desirable. The only resources for 
a duly authorized ministry, were in emigration 
from the mother country, and in sending candi­
dates to that country for orders. The first could 
not be the channel of a respectable permanent 
supply, and the second was expensive and dan­
gerous, many having perished on the ocean, or 
died by sickness in their efforts to obtain ordi­
nation. At the same time Churchmen beheld 
the various non-episcopal sects around them 
multiplying their preachers ad libitum, and avail­
ing themselves of every opening afforded by 
the defenceless state of the adherents to apos­
tolic order. The Chu-ch, too, was of necessity 
presented to the people in an imperfect form, 
the rite of Confirmation being unpractised, and 
almost unknown. It was undoubtedly owing 
to this unhappy state of things that about the 
commencement of the 18th century, Baptists, 
Presbyterians and others, obtained a footing in 
the Southern colonies, where they increased 
with rapidity and vigor.
As early as the reign of Charles the second, 
the colonists took measures to obtain an Episco­
pate,w hich almost proved successful. The sub­
ject was agitated in following years, until the 
death of Queen Anne put a stop for a conside­
rable time to all proceedings of this description. 
The church, nevertheless continued to advance, 
and several distinguished dissenters were at dif­
ferent periods added to its ranks. Mr. Timothy 
Cutler, Rector of Yale College, and Mr. Sam­
uel Johnson, a tutor in the same institution, both 
congregational ministers, became convinced, af­
ter indefatigable study, that their ordination was 
invalid; and shortly afterwards connected them­
selves with the Church of England. Being join­
ed by several other persons'of note, their defec­
tion was a great shock to the congregational 
establishment. They proceeded to England for 
ordination, and on their return in 1783, Dr. Cut­
ler was settled as minister of Christ Church in 
Boston, and Mr. Johnson as missionary of the 
Propagation Society in Connecticut. In that 
colony the latter was for some time the only 
Episcopal clergyman; hut distinguishing him • 
self by his controversies in behalf of the Church 
he was appointed in 1754, President of King’s 
College, New-York. By his writings he suc­
ceeded in awakening general attention to the 
question of Episcopacy; and about the year 
1763 the applications for a Bishop were renewed. 
At this, the dissenters from the Church in New 
England, took alarm, and violently resisted the 
introduction of the only means by which their 
conforming brethren could fully practice the 
rites which their faith demanded. In addition 
to this, they contended that the propagation So­
ciety transcended its powers when it authoriz­
ed its missionaries to settle in the villages and 
sea ports of New Hamphsire, Connecticut and 
Massachusetts. Dr. Mayhew, a congregational 
preacher in Boston, was the leader of this con­
troversy' in behalf of the dissenters ; while a tal­
ented advocate of the Church was found in the 
Rev. East Apthorp, a missionary at Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, and afterwards a prebend of 
Finsbury, England. Several others engaged in 
this discussion, among whom was Archbishop 
Seeker, a warm friend of the colonial Church.
The efforts to procure an Episcopate, con­
tinued to prove unsuccessful as before. Yet so 
obviously was it necessary, that notwithstanding 
repeated discouragements,within ten years after 
the controversy with Mayhew another attempt 
was made, in the course of which, the Rev. Dr. 
Chandler of New Jersey appealed to the public 
in favor of this great object. But the times 
were unpropitious. Political difficulties had 
arisen between the colonies and the mother coun­
try; and many of those who had previously de­
sired an American Episcopacy, now feared lest 
it should be made an instrument of accomplish­
ing the great designs of Great Britain. Some 
of the clergy themselves were not free from 
this apprehension, and four ministers of the es­
tablishment in Virginia,actually protested against 
Dr. Chandler’s plan, and received for their pro­
test the thanks of their colonial government.— 
The war ot the Revolution commenced shortly 
afterwards, amid the clash of civil strife the 
whole subject was for a time forgotten.
RELIGIOUS.
THE FORCE OF TRUTH.
From a Letter of Dr. T. Kopf, Superintendant of the 
Berlin Penitentiary.
I come now to the especial care which is ex­
ercised over the souls of my pupils; yet this is a 
subject on which little can publicly be said, for 
it would too much resemble the Pharisees, who 
sound with a trumpet before them their prayers 
alms and fastings. But this I may say, that my 
boys, after they have done wrong, driven by 
their consciences, will come to me, and talk 
with me freely of the state of their hearts.— 
Others will be ashamed to confess their faults; 
and others still are obdurate, and will deny 
them, even when they are proved. Such chil­
dren must be conversed with privately, and each 
be differently handled; yet no other means must 
be made use of than that Word which is profit­
able for doctrine, for reproof, correction, and 
for instruction in righteousness. It never re­
turns empty again but accomplishes what the 
Lord pleases; for he hath said, “It shall prosper 
in the tilings whereto I send it.’ Of this truth I 
have often convinced myself; and since, by the 
communication of my experience the glory of 
the Lord may be made manifest I will in hu­
mility, relate, to his honour, some instances of 
the fulfilment of this promise, in the instruction 
of my pupils.
Two boys, in the first part of their residence 
here, could not bear each other; and though 
they were often urged to forberance, yet it 
seemed as if their hearts became more and more
NO. 11.
estranged after every admonition, whether pub­
lic or private. One day the smaller of the two 
came to me, and lamented with much apparent 
sorrow the temper of his school-fellow. When 
asked why he, was so troubled about the state 
of his comrades heart, he answered, “ I have 
read in the Bible that ‘he who hateth his bro­
ther is a murderer and ye know that no murder­
er hath eternal life abiding in him;’ now, I wish 
with all my heart, that iny fellow pupil may be 
an heir of everlasting life, and I beg you, to di­
rect his attention to this passage.”
It was done; the boy read the verse through, 
and I told him, that his schooLfellow whom he 
had often injured, had besought me not to punish 
him but to show him this passage, and entreat 
him not so f oolishly and wantonly to trifleaway 
the salvation of his soul; but to turn to Him who 
hath loved us even unto death. It made a bles­
sed impression: and the boys love each other 
now like David and Jonathan.— Sunday School 
Journal.
From the New Orleans Observer. 
FATHER PRAY FOR ME.
The force of the obligation by which parents 
are bound to set a pious example before their 
children and to give them religious educations, 
may be in a degree illustrated by the following 
facts which took place in the house of Mr. G. 
distantly related to some members of the writer’s 
family, Fie was in easy circumstances of pro­
perty, and held a respectable station, in life.— 
His character for probity and honour was high 
and few men have enjoyed more fully the con­
fidence of all, than did Mr. G. In his domestic 
relations, he was courteous, kind and dignified. 
But all his high morality was of this world, and 
not of the Gospel. Except when visited by the 
preacher of a neighbouring church, or some 
other pious friend, his house knew not the sound 
of prayer. Religious conversation was almost 
as rare, though usually on the Sabbath he would 
be reading the Bible or some religious work, 
the merits of which would call forth a casual re­
mark. At the time to which my history refers, 
his eldest son, C., was about eighteen years of 
age, and till then remarkably healthy and ath­
letic; hut now was he visited by a severe attack 
of typhus fever. The progress of the disease 
was rapid, and in a comparatively short time 
fatal symptoms were very evident. This infor­
mation was in the evening communicated to Mr. 
G. and in the course of the night to his son.—■ 
lie received it with surprise, but entire com­
posure. He inquired for his father, but hear­
ing he was asleep, chose not to wake him. Be­
fore day, however, the father was at the side of 
the sick bed, when a dialogue commenced in 
nearly the following words;—‘ Father,’ said the 
young man, ‘the doctors tell me I must die, 
they say they can do no more for me.’ ‘ I know 
it.’ “ Weil father, I have one, and but one, fa­
vour to ask you—will you grant it?’ ‘ I will my 
son, if it is possible; ask me any think I can do 
—it shall he done,’ ‘Father I I want you to 
kneel down by my bedside and pray for me’—• 
I cant’t, my son—I can’t!’ ‘ Do, father, pray 
for me!—-You never prayed for me in the world: 
pray for me while I can yet hear?’ ‘ I can’t, my 
sou—Oh I can t.’ ‘ Dear father,—you never
taught me to pray to the Lord Jesus and now 
1 die—you never prayed for me—this once!— 
O don’t let me die without my father’s prayers.’ 
—In an agony of weeping, the father rushed 
out of the room. The otherwise kind and in­
dulgent parent had thus long neglected with his 
own soul, the soul of that beloved son, and now 
could not find a heart to grant his dying request 
for one father’s prayer to the Father of mercies.
Would that parents would remember that 
they must meet their children in the awful 
judgment. Would they could be induced to 
ask themselves whether they can calmly de­
termine to part with their children in death, 
without having even led them to a throne of 
mercy.
SABBATH SCHOOL IN A STATE PRISON.
A correspondent thus describes a visit to the 
Ohio state prison in Columbus. After describ­
ing the buildings, he says.—
“ We were in due time admitted into a large 
room where there were seated about 150 prison­
ers with Bibles and Union Question books in 
their hands. The school was opened by sing­
ing and prayer; the chaplain, the Rev. Mr. 
Emory of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
officiating. I did not wonder at the order and 
stillness which prevailed for that might be com­
pulsory; but the deep ar.d solemn attention, 
and the evident signs of feeling; I did not 
expect to witness. Here are men whom no 
fear of punishment deterred from crime; most 
of whom disregard any penalty the law can in­
flict, yielding to the voice of kindness and at­
tention from their Christian teachers. The 
chaplain basin this manner won the confidence 
of the prisoners generally. The teachers are 
of different churches in Columbus, who go out 
every Sabbath to give instruction.”—Sunday 
School Journal.
FAITH AND WORKS.
A worthy son of the church in the west 
Highlands, who had peculiar opinions respect­
ing the “full assurance of faith,”having to cross 
a ferry availed himself ofthe opportunity to in­
terrogate the boatman as to the grounds of his 
belief assuring him that,if lie had faith he was cer­
tain of a glorious immortality. I he man of the 
oar said he had always entertained a different 
opinion ofthe subject and begged to give an. 
illustration of his opinion. “ Let us suppose,” 
said the ferryman, “that one of these oars is 
called faith, and the other works and try their 
several merits. Accordingly, throwing one 
oar in the boat, he proceeded to pull the other 
with all his strength, upon which the boat was 
turned round and round and made no way.— 
“ Now,” said he, “you perceive faith wont do, 
let us try what works can do.” Seizing the 
other oar and giving it the same trial, the same 
consequences ensued. “Works,” said he, “you 
sec wont do neither, let us try them together.”
42
the boat shot
wish-The result was successful through the waves, and soon reached the 
edfor° haven. “ This,” said the honest ferry­
man is the way by which I expect to be wafted 
over the troubled waters of this world to the 
peaceful shores of immortality.”—
For the Gambier Observer.
I concluded. J
But I could not help rejoicing also that in this 
humble individual, the church could po.nt to a 
warm and consistent friend. All around him 
were connected with otherdenommations.or with 
none. He was alone. Not a neighbor could 
enter fully into his feelings; and when he went 
to town for the purposes of traffic, or of worship, 
ho was in the garb of a poor man, and there 
were few that knew him. I have seen many 
an opulent Episcopalian, whose families profes­
sed attachment to the church, and who evinced 
that attachment by their liberality and careful 
attendanceupon herservices; butin that church 
they had all their associates, their connection 
with it did not separate them from the circles 
in which they were accustomed to mingle. But 
here was a friend to the Church, upon whom no 
such earthly inducements could operate, lie 
loved her for her own sake. He loved her, be­
cause he had found in her the bread of life. No 
meanness or plainness in his apparel ever pre­
vented his attendance. Again and again have 
1 heard persons object to coming to Church be­
cause the plainness of their garb would attract 
notice. Never did such a thought enter the bo­
som of the humble person of whom 1 am writing. 
He was filled with other thoughts, and so occu­
pied with his inward emotions, and so impress­
ed with clear convictions of his duty; that the 
appearance of poverty in his apparel, did not 
distress him for a moment.
A circumstance transpired on the occasion of 
Bishop C.’s visit to this parish, which illustrates 
in a striking manner, the real unaffected piety, 
and lowliness of heart of which I am speaking 
No censure could be cast upon the Bishop, for 
the immoral conduct of several persons in the 
new parishes,who claimed to be members of the 
church, simply because they had been baptised 
within her pale, had necessarily made him dis 
trustful and cautious. lie was administering 
the rite of confirmation,when the old man meek 
ly went up to the altar and kneeled to receive 
the imposition of hands. lie was a stranger to 
the Bishop, who being struck by the coarse­
ness of bis appearance, and the poverty of his 
garb, hesitated to administer the rite. The 
scene which ensued was such as to excite the 
deepest sympathy in every bosom. With tears 
he assured the Bishop, “ that he bad been bap 
tised in the church, that he was acquainted wit!) 
her doctrines, that he knew the catechism and 
had taught it to his ' children.” Such was the 
interest immediately excited that several per­
sons stepped forward and satisfied the Bishop 
of the excellence of his character. Gladly 
then did he pray for him that “God would de­
fend him with his Heavenly Grace, and daily 
increase in him his Holy Spirit more and more.” 
And this prayer I sincerely believe was heard, 
could we know the subsequent history of his re­
ligious affections.
The visit which I made to his humble dwell­
ing was the only one I made during his life. He 
was now and then seen at Church, and some­
times, in town during the week to procure some 
necessary articles for his family. He was 
present at the consecration of our new edifice, 
and was introduced on that occasion to Bishop 
M. He worshipped then for the last time in 
Jehovah’s earthly courts. His infirmities con­
tinued to increase: his visits to town were dis­
continued, and at last very unexpectedly to his 
family he died, after an illness which had con­
fined him to his bed but one or two days.
A week after this event I went into the coun­
try for the purpose of distributing to the desti­
tute the word of life, and stopped to spend the 
night with a pious friend, an elder of the Pres­
byterian church. In the course of our evening’s 
conversation he informed me of the death of 
my parishioner, and at the same time spoke in 
the highest terms of his character, and of the fil­
ial conduct of all his children. He dwelt much 
upon their humility. He said he had fre­
quently met the aged father at prayer-meetings 
which were held in a school house in the woods, 
and he assured me that his prayers were not 
■urpassed by any which he ever heard for low­
liness of spirit, fervor and devotion. Another 
individual, who has travelled much, lias since 
confirmed this statement, saying, that he had 
never in his life listened to such prayers from 
any one, as from the lips of this poor and un­
learned man. I could not help thinking when I 
opened his Prayer book,that he had been great­
ly aided by the wonderful simplicity and purity 
of its devotions. It was so thumbed in many 
places as to be scarcely legible, especially in 
the visitation of the sick, which he seemed to 
have read much in the latter part of his life.
I repaired to the cabin of the bereaved fam­
ily the next morning. My feelings were verv 
different from those which I experienced on my 
first visit. I felt condemned for my neglect, and 
mourned in spirit that I had not been by his bed 
side. Such was his extreme humility, that be 
would not send for me, to go such a distance; 
and this reflection increased my regret that 1 
had not inquired more diligently after his wel­
fare. But again I remembered that he was ad­
vanced in the knowledge of himself and of 
Christ; and did not greatly need my assistance. 
I approached his cabin by the same road as on 
my first visit. Most of the family were at home. 
Some of the younger children were out in the 
woods, but were called in. They were soon 
all assembled, and all seemed affected with deep 
solemnity and sorrow. I conversed with them, 
and directed them to God their Father in Hea­
ven, who rejoices to bless those who trust in his 
mercy. The bereaved widow said in broken 
accents of grief, “ If any one has ever gone to 
Heaven, he has.” The youngest boys all pro­
misee that they would do all they could to help 
nrp'JpTl t fGr a'°n£* I proposed to come out and 
S Z r™»" « ‘l>» a fort
Bctore I toolfmvV’ tQ w**ich they assented.
mend them to God, in prayer i?01,’ an(? ,Com, 
the trial this would be to my fJeUn n° t?- 
departed father was accustomed to8™ 1 h?',r 
them every day. They brought me the7 wif and Prayer-Book. A^uki^de of ,ho^, 
seemed to rush upon their minds. As soon as
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. began to read, they all began to weep. 'Ihe 
eldest daughter present applied her apron to her 
face, and moving backwards and forwards in her 
chair, gave vent to her .feelings in sobs and tears. 
In a few moments this subsided, and then af­
ter finishing the portion of Scripture which I 
had commenced, I commended them to God, 
and to the word of his grace.
The funeral was attended by a large con­
course of his neighbors. I was very happy on 
that occasion, to hear to the family a liberal 
contribution from the members of our Church, 
which was collected at the communion ou the 
Sunday previous.
Such was an humble, yet devoted friend of 
Christ and the Church. Not even a rude stone 
designates the lonely spot where his earthly re­
mains are laid ; but we trust that his immortal 
spirit is known, and never will be forgotten by 
the great Shepherd of the sheep, and that he 
now lives amid the green pastures and the still 
waters of the better land.
Yours, C.
vice, which the preacher adopted, is adoP^d «« 
one at least of the Cathedrals of England, those 
thrones of sound churchmansh.p, and in how 
many parish Churches, I know not.
Mr ___ has some advantages in his present
position, his chapel is his own. He is doubly 
independent of his hearers for support. None
___ _ h,.,r him. but those who choose to do
does declare the
For the Gambier Observer.
Frederick, Dec. 25th, 1835. 
Messrs. Editors:—Presuming that the com­
munity, who have seen in the papers the chal­
lenges for a public discussion in this village, on 
the subject of “Future and endless punishment," 
will wish to bear some account of it, I send you 
a few lines for insertion in the Observer.
On the 17th inst. the parties met; Rev. II. 
O. Sheldon of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
assisted by Rev. Mr. McIntyre; and Rev. A. A. 
Davis of the Universalist Society, assisted by 
Rev. Messrs. Kidwell and Jolly.
The first day was consumed in settling, by 
questions and answers, some undisputed pre 
mises to reason from ; and in discovering how 
far the parties agreed, and wherein they differ­
ed. In the evening the discussion commenc 
ed. It proceeded with but little intermission, 
except Sabbath, for seven days. The audience 
was large every day, and manifested deep inter­
est. Their countenances seemed to enquire 
with eagerness, IVhat is the law of God, and what 
its penalty1? What has Christ done for us, and 
what are the terms of salvation? While clear 
and forcible reasoning made the truth shine on 
the understanding, frequent appeals were made 
to the conscience, and at times a deep solem­
nity pervaded the audience. At other times an 
unexpected happy turn of argument, or a flash 
of wit, expressed with animated pleasantry, pro­
duced laughter. These varied emotions con­
tributed to prevent the feelings of weariness, 
which a session of from five to eight hours per 
day would naturally produce.
The parties treated each other with urbanity 
and kindness; and their respective friends man­
ifested good and kind feelings as brethren in the 
flesh, if not in the covenant of grace.
On the evening of the 23d the debate closed 
with mutual consent, on the suggestion of Mr. 
Sheldon. Mr. Davis did at first appoint a meet­
ing on the next day to review the debate, and 
offer additional arguments; but Mr. Sheldon 
demanded the privilege, if he should do so, of 
replying, and thus prolong the discussion. Mr. 
Davis, with the advice of his friends, withdrew 
his appointment. The parties separated, and 
the assembly retired with the same friendly 
feelings that influenced them during the pro­
tracted discussion.
I never have been a friend to public debates 
on the doctrines of salvation, yet I hope that 
the one just closed in this village will be found 
to have done good, and not evil, in the cause of 
truth and righteousness. Mr. Sheldon expects 
to publish a schedule of the debate with the 
leading arguments employed on his side of the 
question.
On the following evening, after a practical 
sermon, an invitation was given to such as de­
sired an interest in Christ to come and request 
interest in the prayers of'rhe Church. About a 
dozen kneeled at the seat appropriated. Some 
of these had been awakened before the debate 
and their convictions were deepened—some 
were convinced of sin during the debate.
John McKinney.
A SUNDAY IN THE ISLE OF WIGHT.
The following is from a correspondent of the Christian 
Witness, who has forwarded several letters from England 
for publication in that paper. In the description of the 
clergyman whose services the writer attended, we recognize 
the Rev. It. W. Sipthorp, minister of St. James’ Chapel,
Ityde, to whose character and labors it well applies__ Epis.
Recorder.
Upon inquiry, we found that Ityde is the resi­
dence of that faithful servant of Christ, the
Rev. Mr.------ . I had heard my friend, Dr.
M----- , speak most highly ot him as a Christian
and as a preacher: and so we determined to 
spend the day in attending his Church. It is a 
neat private chapel, owned by the pastor him­
self, and its seats taken for a greater or less time 
by those who are desirous of attended his minis­
try. We went at the usual hour. The service 
commenced, as it often does in England, with 
singing; after which it proceeded with the Lita­
ny— morning prayer having been previously read 
at 8 o clock, lhe reason tor this early reading 
of morning prayer was the occurrence, on that 
day, of the Lord’s Supper. This distribution 
of the services on communion occasions enables 
the minister to give a sermon of the usual length 
without detaining the body of the communicants 
to a later hour than on other Sundays.
In the same pew with ourselves sat a gentle­
man and his lady, strangers, apparently, as we 
were. When the Litany began, instead of morn­
ing prayer as usually at that hour, I perceived a 
bustle in that part of the pew which they occu­
pied; and, at length, heard the gentleman ejac­
ulating in a very earnest, and not altogether 
good-natured undertone—“ That is not right."
He has no authority for that."—“ That is 
quite insufferable. In a moment after he arose 
in high resentment at what lie conceived an un­
authorized mutilation of the venerable Liturgy 
of the Church of England; and, with a hearty 
throwing home of the pew door upon its fasten­
ings, left the chapel. His lady, however, re­
mained behind,and as she seemed to be a some­
what devout woman, was, I doubt not, well paid 
for her sacrifice in stopping to hear an English 
evangelical preacher. Besides, what the zeal­
ous son of the Church had pronounced a wron-r, 
unauthorized, insufferable mutilation of the Li- 
turgy, was not altogether so shocking a thinir 
' ,nasm«ch as the mode of distributing the ser-
coine to hear hi , hut those 
so. He, therefore, can and
truth to his hearers faithfully and without sup­
pression, or accommodation of its peculiarities.
He is a powerful and spiritual preacher of the 
Gospel,—and his crowded audiences retire, 
silent—solemn—moved—from the place, where 
this faithful herald of his Master has been deal­
ing in affection and faithfulness with their con­
sciences and their hearts.
In the afternoon he immediately preceded 
his sermon with a short prayer, selected partly 
from the collects, anti partly from the Scriptures, 
with evident reference to the discourse that 
was to follow. This was the nearest approach 
to an extemporaneous prayer in a Church of 
the establishment,that I heard while in England.
In all the cathedrals, indeed, so far as I became 
acquainted with them, the sermon is preceded 
by something like extemporaneous prayer. And 
yet it can hardly be called such. The topics 
are fixed, relating always to the general wel 
f ire of the Establishment; and the phraseology 
is generally uniform; though each preacher 
seemed at liberty to make slight variations of 
phrase, according to the suggestions of his own 
taste. But in the present case both the topics 
and the phraseology were evidently suggested 
by the subject of the sermon, though the lan­
guage, as was remarked, was selected from the 
regular Collects, and from well-chosen passa­
ges of Scripture. I think, however, that in 
most of the English Churches, which I have at­
tended, something more of liberty is allowed in 
these exercises, both before and after sermon 
than would be generally tolerated in our Amer 
ican Episcopal congregations. While great uni 
formity is observed in the manner of performing 
the regular parts of the liturgy in the desk,some 
thing like freedom is given in the short prayers 
connected with the exercises in the pulpit;— 
and occasional turns in the phraseology, adapt 
ing it to the subject of discourse, seem not to 
he regarded as improper deviations from the 
spirit and order of the Church. I much doubt 
whether our morning's champion of order, had 
he been present in the afternoon, would have 
thought it necessary to leave the Church to 
avoid hearing the appropriately fervent peti 
tions of the preacher, uttered, not in the desk 
hut in the pulpit. The congregation received 
them as expressions quite usual;—seemed to he 
made serious by them, and to derive benefi 
from them; and we may believe that they were 
agreeable to the ear of Him, who hearetli and 
delighteth to answer the prayer of faith. On 
the whole, however, the general practice of the 
American Episcopal Church on this point is 
quite as sound,and perhaps more safe than that 
of the English. In the pulpit, we now have no 
prayer before sermon ; and after sermon confine 
ourselves in most eases to the simply appropri­
ate language of some one or more Collects.
Mr.------, the preacher to-day, is painfully
nearsighted, and has the habit or the infirmity 
of rolling his eyes upwards when he speaks.— 
On a stranger, at least, this produces a bad ef­
fect. Still, as it is evidently not a part of an 
affected solemnity, but rather a peculiar ner­
vous action of his eyes, it cannot counteract, 
nor does it much impair, the force of his earn- 
nest, fervent and affectionate mannerof delivery 
of truth. He carries his subject, and with it, 
Jesus directly into the hearts and understand­
ings of his hearers. Both his morning’s and his 
afternoon’s discourse was an happv exemplifi­
cation of the apostle’s meaning, when he says, 
“ I determined to know nothing among you save 
Jesus Christ and him crucified.” And I can 
make no doubt that his labors are, or will be 
abundantly blessed to the conversion and salva- 
ton of many immortal souls. He is a man of 
much more than ordinary power of thought and 
of illustration. He preached without written 
notes, but not without studied preparation.— 
His thoughts rose with rapidity, and as they 
ran, clothed themselves without difficulty in ail 
the beauties and facilities of expression. His 
soul seemed all on fire with his subject; though 
his spirit was a gentle one, and glowed with 
none but the warmth of winning persuasion and 
all-contraining love.
O how refreshing to the spirit, weary with 
wandering from place to place, with not a sound
on its ear of the well-known voice of truth,__
how refreshing to spend such a peaceful Sab­
bath as this has been, under such spiritual min­
istrations as those, with which we have been 
favoured! May God accompany them with his 
abiding blessing, and make them the means, 
and this a season, of rich, spiritual profit, as 
well as ot sweet, holy rest to our souls.
I he sermon of the morning was on the text, 
Canticles i. 4.—“ Draw me, we will run after 
thee;’—and that of the afternoon, on the last 
verse ofl Cor. xiii—“ And now abideth faith, 
hope, charity, these three: but the greatest of 
these is charity.” I took sketches of both : — 
but they are too long for insertion here.—Suffice 
it to say, that, if such preaching as this, so full 
of Christ and his Gospel, so faithful and fervent 
so affectionate and persuasive, so eloquent and 
powerful, were once made common in the Es­
tablished Church of England, nothing could 
exceed the unity, concentration, and ready ef­
ficiency of her moral power.—She would soon 
re-collect within herself the most valuable part 
of the great hosts of dissent; and, standing up 
in the mighty energies of one of the greatest 
of nations, would carry the bloodless war of the 
Gospel through the world with a hitherto un­
known rapidity. And it is a cheering thought 
that such may yet and speedily become the 
c taracterand the spreading of this great branch 
of the Christian vine. The number of her power- 
• Tan3 proclaimers of “the truth as it is
m.Jesus is already great and it is believed to be 
constantly increasing. She still retains within 
herself the best strength of the land. The Isle 
on w nch she sits, holds the keys of commerce 
oi moi e than half the globe. And if she should 
ever see the happy Jay, vvhich shall find her 
ree i om all abuses and filled with the activities 
ota pure faith, and a purely-preached Gospel, 
p! IVG li° brightest hopes of
of i 1-rih. *.an vv5lI'd: to be the great propagator 
±P„rr‘”'t,!'e.9h™tianity, and the great pat 
tern of a primitive Church. S. P.
From the Connecticut Observer. 
LABORING CLASSES OF EUROPE.
“ He hath not dealt so with any nation.
A recent interesting writer, notices the con- 
ition of the labouring classes of Europe, in res­
pect ‘ to the rate of wages, the burden of taxa­
tion, the means of subsistence, the facilities for 
acquiring an education, and the share, if any, 
vlnch these classes have in the government.’— 
The facts in regard to each of these particulars 
ought to make those hang their heads with shame 
who in this country, talk of the oppression of the 
laboring classes by the rich, and of the withhold- 
ng of rights from the common people.
Norway, ‘ the ordinary food of the peasan­
try is bread and gruel, both prepared of oat­
meal with an occasional intermixture of dried 
fish.' ‘ Meat is a luxury which they rarely en­
joy.
In Sweden the dress of the peasantry is pre­
scribed by law. ‘ Their food consists of haid, 
dried fish and gruel without meat.
In Denmark, ‘the peasantry are still held in 
bondage, and are bought and sold together with 
the land on which they labor.
In Russia, ‘ the bondage of the peasantry is 
even more complete than it is inDenmark. I he 
nobles own all the land in the empire, and the 
peasantry who reside upon it are transferred 
with the estate.
‘ A great majority have only cottages, one 
portion of which is occupied by the family, 
while the other is appropriated to domestic ani­
mals. Few, if any, have beds—hut sleep upon 
bare boards, or upon parts ofthehnmensestoves 
by which their houses are warmed. Their food 
consists of black bread,cabbage, and other vege­
tables without the addition of butter.
In Poland, ‘ The nobles are the proprietors 
of the land, the peasants are slaves.’ A recent 
traveller says, ‘ I travelled in every direction, 
and never saw a wheaten loaf to the eastward 
of the Rhine, in any part of Northern Germany, 
Poland, or Denmark. The common food of 
the peasantry of Poland, the working men, is 
cabbage, potatoes, sometimes, but not general­
ly—peas, black bread, and soup, or rather gruel 
without the addition of butter or meat.’
In Austria, ‘the nobles are the proprietors 
of the land, and the peasants are compelled to 
work for their masters during every day of the 
week, excepting Sunday. The cultivators of 
the soil are in a state of bondage.
‘ In Hungary, their state is if possible, still 
worse. The nobles own the land, do not work, 
and pav no Taxes. The laboring classes are 
obliged to repair all highways and bridges; are 
liable at any lime to have soldiers quartered 
upon them, are compelled to pay one-tenth of 
the produce of their labor to the church, and 
one-ninth to the lord whose land they occupy.’
Of the people of France, seven and a half mil­
lions do not eat meat, nor wheaten bread.— 
They live upon barley, rye, buckwheat, chest­
nuts, and a few potatoes.’ [We saw it. stated 
the other day, that some workmen, we forget in 
what part of New England, had a turnout be­
cause the employers would not furnish them 
tea and coffee at dinner!]
The common wages of a hired laborer, in 
France, is $37 50 for a man and $18 75 for a 
woman annually. ‘The taxes upon the land 
are equal to one-fifth ofits net products.’
In 1791, there were 700,000 houses in Ire­
land. Of these 113,000 were occupied by pau­
pers—and more than 500,000 had only one 
hearth. The average wages of a laborer is 
from nine and a half to eleven cents a day.’
Among the laboring classes of the industrious 
Scotch, ‘ meat, except on Sundays, is rarely 
used.’
In England, the price of labor varies. ‘The 
Nottingham stocking-.weavers, as stated by 
them in a public address, after working from 
fourteen to sixteen hours in a day, only earned 
from four to seven shillings a week; and were 
obliged to subsist upon bread and water, or po­
tatoes and salt.’
cant to express it, I should say, that the com­
bination was so rare, that I have never known 
any man whom I should pronounce more per- 
feet. He had a deep sense of moral and reli- 
nious obligation, and a love of truth, constant, 
enduring unflinching. It naturally gave rise to 
a sincerity of thought, purpose, expression,and 
conduct, which though never severe was al- 
ways open, manly, and straitforward. Yet it 
was combined with such a gentle and bland de. 
meanor, that it never gave offence, but it was on 
the contrary, most persuasive in its appeals to 
the understanding.
Amongst Christian sects he personally at­
tached himself to the Episcopal C hui co. It 
was the religion of his early education, and be­
came afterwards that of his choice.. Lut he 
was without the slightest touch of bigotry or 
intolerance. His benevolence was as wide as 
Christianity itself. Ip embraced the human race. 
He was not only liberal in his feelings and prin­
ciples, but in his charities. His hands were 
open upon all occasions to succor distress, to 
encourage enterprise and to support good insti­
tutions.
He was a man of the most unaffected moAe*. 
Although I am persuaded, that no one
PERSONAL CHARACTER.
Extract from Judge Story’s Eulogy of Chief Justice Mar­
shall.
I have now finished the narrative of the fife 
of Chief Justice Marshall,—a life which una 
domed by brilliant passages of individual ad­
venture or striking events, carries with it, un­
less I am greatly mistaken, that which is the 
truest title to renown—a fame founded on pub­
lic and private virtue. It has happened to him, 
as to many other distinguished men, that his life 
had few incidents; and those which belonged 
to it were not far removed from the ordinary 
course of human events. That life was Ailed up 
in the conscientious discharge of duty. It was 
throughout marked by a wise and considerate 
propriety. His virtues expanded with the gra­
dual developemerit of his character. They were 
the natural growth of deep rooted principles, 
working their way through the gentlest affec­
tions, and the purest ambition. No man ever 
had a loftier desire of excellence; but it was 
tempered by a kindness which subdued envy and 
a diffidence which extinguished jealousy.-— 
Search his whole life, and you cannot lay your 
finger on a single extravagance of design or act! 
fliere were no infirmities, leaving a permanent 
stain behind them. There were no eccentri­
cities to be concealed; no follies to be apolo­
gized for; novices to be blushed at; no rash 
ourbreakings of passionate resentment to be re­
gretted, no dark deeds, disturbing the peace of 
families or leaving them wretched by its deso­
lations. If here and there the severest scruti­
ny might be thought capable of detecting any 
slight admixture of human frailty, it was so sha­
ded off in its coloring, that it melted into some 
kindred virtue. It might with truth be said, 
that the very failing leaned to the side of the 
charities of life, and carried with it the sooth­
ing reflection— Non rnultum abludit imago. It 
might excite a smile; it could never avvaken a 
sigh.
Indeed, there was in him a rare combination 
of virtues, such only as belongs to a character 
of consummate wisdom, a wisdom which looks 
through this world, but which also looks far be­
yond it for motives and objects. I know not, 
whether such wisdom ought to be considered 
as the cause, or the accompaniment, of such 
virtues; or whether they do not in truth alter­
nately act upon, and perfect each ether.
I have said, that there was in him a rare com­
bination of virtues. If I might venture upon 
so solemn an occasion, to express my own delib­
erate judgment, in the very terms m06t gignifi.
- -- c . . cl­ever possessed a more entire sense ot his own 
extraordinary talents and acquirements, than 
he, yet it was a quiet, secret sense, without 
pride and without ostentation. May 1 be permit­
ted to say, that, during a most intimate friend­
ship of many, many years, 1 never upon any 
occasion was able to detect the slightest tincture 
of personal vanity. He had no desire for dis­
play; and no ambition for admiration. He 
made no effort to win attention in conversation 
or argument, beyond what the occasion abso­
lutely required. He sought no fine turns of ex­
pression, no vividness of diction, no ornate ele­
gancies of thought, no pointed sentences, to at­
tract attention. What he said was always well 
said, because it came from a full mind, accus­
tomed to deep reflection; and he was rarely 
languid, or indifferent to topics, which interest­
ed others. He dismissed them without regret: 
though he discussed them with spirit. He never 
obtruded his own opinion upon others: hut , 
brought them out only, as they were sought, 
and then with clearness and calmness. Upon 
a first introduction, he would be thought to be 
somewhat cold and reserved,but he was neither 
the one, nor the other. It was simply a habit 
of easy taciturnity, waiting, as it were, his own 
turn to follow the line of conversation, and not 
to presume to lead it. Even this habit melted 
away in the presence of the young: for he al­
ways looked upon them with a sort of parental 
fondness, and enjoyed their playful wit, and 
fresh and confident enthusiasm. Meet him in 
a stage coach, as a stranger, and travel with 
him a whole day; and you would only be struck 
with his readiness to administer to the accom­
modation of others, and his anxiety to appro­
priate the least to himself. Be with him, the 
unknown guest at an inn, and he seemed ad­
justed to the very scene, partaking of the warm 
welcome of its comforts, whenever found; andif 
not found, resigning himself without complaint 
to its meanest arrangements. You would never 
suspect, in either case, that he was a great man, 
far less, that he was the Chief Justice of the 
United States. But, if perchance, invited by 
the occasion, you drew him into familiar con­
versation, you would never forget that you had 
seen and heard that “old man eloquent.”
He had great simplicity of character, man­
ners, dress and deportment; and yet with a na­
tural dignity, that suppressed impertinence, and 
silenced rudeness. His simplicity was never 
accompanied with that want of perception of 
what is right, and fit for the occasion; of that 
grace, which wins respect, or that propriety, 
which constitutes the essence of refined cour­
tesy. And yet it had an exquisite naivete which 
charmed every one, and gave a sweetness to
his familiar conversations, approaching to fas­
cination. The first impression of a stranger, 
upon his introduction to him, was generally that 
of disappointment. It seemed hardly credible, 
that such simplicity should be the accompani­
ment of such acknowledged greatness. The 
consciousness of power was not there; the air of 
office was not there; there was no play ol the 
lights or shades of rank; no study of effect in 
tone or bearing. You saw at once, that he 
never thought ofhimself; and he was far more 
anxious to know others, than to be known by 
them. You quitted him with increased rever­
ence for human greatness; for in him it seemed 
inseparable from goodness. If vanity sto»J 
abashed in his presence, it was not, that he re­
buked it: but that his example showed its ut­
ter nothingness.
lie was a man of deep sensibility and ten­
derness; nay he was an enthusiast in regard to 
the domestic virtues. lie was endowed by na­
ture with a temper of great susceptibility, easi­
ly excited, and warm, when roused. But itluA 
been so schooled by discipline, or rath?f s0 
moulded and chastened by his affections, that 
it seemed in gentleness, like the distilling dews 
of evening. It had been so long accustomed 
to flow in channels, where its sole delight was 
to give or secure happiness to others, that no one 
would have believed that it could ever have been 
precipitate or sudden in its movements, hi 
ft uth, there, was to the very close of his life 
a romantic chivalry m his feelings which 
though rarely displayed except in the circle of 
his most intimate friends, would there pour out 
itself with the most touching tenderness. In 
this confidential intercourse, when his soul 
sought solace from the sympathy of othermin^5 
he would dissolve in tears at the recollection of 
some buried hope, or lost happiness. He would 
break out into strains of almost divine eloquence 
while he pointed out the scenes of forme/' 
joys, or recalled the memory of other days, as 
he brought up their images from the dimness 
and distance of forgotten years, and showed 
you at once the depth, with which he could 
feel, and the lower depth, in which he could 
bury his own closest, dearest, noblest emotions. 
After all, whatever may behisfame in the eyes 
of the world, that, which, in a just sense, was 
his highest glory, was the purity, affectionate- 
ness, liberality, and devotedness of his domestic 
life. Home, home, was the scene of his real 
triumphs. There he indulged himself in what 
he most loved, the duties and the blessings of 
the family circle. There his heart had its full 
play; and his social qualities, warmed, and ele­
vated, and refined by the habitual elegancies of 
taste, shed around their beautiful and blended
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lights. There, the sunshine of his soul diffus­
ed its softened radiance, and cheered and tran- 
quilized the passing hours.
May I be permitted also in this presence to 
aUude to another trait in his character, which lets 
us at once into the inmost recesses ol Ins feel­
ings with an unerring certainty. I allude to 
the high value, in which he held the female 
sex as the friends, the companions and the 
equals of man. I do not here mean to refer to 
the courtesy and delicate kindness, with which 
he was accustomed to treat the sex: but rather 
to the unaffected respect, with which he spoke 
of their accomplishments, their talents,their ex­
cellencies. The scoffs and jeers of the morose, 
the bitter taunts of the satirist, and the lighter 
ridicule of the witty, so profusely, and often so 
ungenerously, poured out upon transient follies 
or fashions, found no sympathy in his bosom.— 
He was still farther above the common place 
flatteries, by which frivolity seeks to adminis­
ter aliment to personal vanity, or vice to make 
its approaches for baser purposes. He spoke 
to the sex, when present, as he spoke of them, 
when absent, in language of just appeal to their 
understandings, their taste, and their duties. 
He paid a voluntary homage to their genius, 
and to the beautiful productions of it, which 
now adorn almost every branch of literature and 
learning. He read those productions with a 
glowing gratitude.— He proudly proclaimed 
their merits, and vindicated on all occasions their 
claims to the highest distinction. And he did 
not hesitate to assign to the great female authors 
of our day a rank, not inferior to that of the moot 
gifted and polished of the other sex. But, 
above all, he delighted to dwell on the admira­
ble adaptation of their minds, and sensibilities, 
and affections to the exalted duties assigned to 
them by Providence. Their superior purity, 
their singleness of heart, their exquisite percep­
tion of moral and religious sentiment, their ma­
ternal devotedness, their uncomplaining sacri-
of the Diocesan Missionary Society, and three in that of 
the General Missionary Society of the Church. There 
are at present eleven candidates for Orders, of whom ten 
are pursuing their studies in the Theological Seminary of 
Ohio.
Since the last General Convention the Diocese has been 
called to mourn the loss, by death, of two of its clergymen 
—the Rev. Samuel Johnson, of St. Paul’s Church, Cin­
cinnati, and the Rev. Samuel W. Selden, of St. Peter’s 
Ashtabula.
In the same period eleven churches have been consecrat­
ed, six are now ready for consecration, and ten are in pro­
gress, or about to he commenced; 277 persons have been 
confirmed; the number of Baptisms reported in two years 
387; Communicants in 1834, 1164; added in two years, 
376; Sunday Scholars reported, 2600. l’or the reason 
before stated, the increase of the present year is not includ­
ed.
The Missionary Society of the Diocese has been recent­
ly re-organized, and its constitution amended so as to em­
brace education for the ministry of the Church as one of 
its objects. By this change it has become more immediate­
ly the organ ol the Convention, and its efficiency in pro­
moting its two great kindred objects much increased. There 
are no means of ascertaining the exact amount of contri­
butions to its funds.
I he Theological Seminary of Ohio and Kenyon College, 
an institution established by the Diocese, and intimately 
connected with its prosperity is deserving of particular no­
tice in this report. Since the last General Convention it 
has gone into operation as a Theological Seminary under a 
regular organization in respect to professors, and course of 
studies and discipline. An additional professorship lias 
been founded for the term of five years; its library has been 
increased by an accession of more than 1400 volumes, now 
numbering upwards of 3500 volumes; and more than $12,- 
000 have recently been obtained for the erection of a theol­
ogical building.
In the condition of the institution in its under-graduate 
department, corresponding improvements have been made, 
consisting in the increase of the library and philosophical 
and chemical apparatus, and in the erection of two wings 
to the college building, and of houses for professors,the near 
completion of Rosse Chapel, and general facilities of in- 
- . • <- i •„ ,i,,.„ u.stiuction. Connected with the College are two prepara-flees, their fear essness y, y y tory departments, at present well filled with students—the
building for one of which has been erected since the lastin hope, their courage in despair, their love, 
which triumphs most, when most pressed by dan ­
gers and difficulties,which watches the couch of 
sickness, and smooths the bed of death, and 
smiles even in the agonies of its own sufferings. 
—-These, these were favorite topi cs of his con­
fidential conversation, on these he expatiated 
with an enthusiasm, which showed them to be 
present in his daily meditations.—Pi esbyterian.
“ Fashionable suppliants may talk to God 
but be confident, he, that can truly pray, can 
never be truly miserable. Of ourselves, we lie 
open to all evils: our rescue is from above, and 
what intercourse have we with heaven, but by 
our prayers? Our prayers are they that can 
deliver us from dangers, avert judgments, pre­
vent mischiefs, procure blessings; that can ob­
tain pardon for our sins, furnish us with strength 
against tempations; mitigate the extremity of 
our sufferings; sustain our infirmities, raise our 
dejectedness, increase our graces, abate our 
corruptions, sanctify all good things to us, 
sweeten the bitterness of our afflictions, open 
the windows of heaven, shut up the bars of 
death, vanquish the power of hell. Pray; and 
both be safe and happy.”—BtJiop Hall.
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Clerical Changes—The Rev. R. V. Rogers has re­
signed the charge of St. Philips, Circleville.
The Rev. S. A. Bronson has taken charge of the Mis­
sionary station at Lancaster.
An Example.—We are indebted to our enterprising con­
temporary the “Cincinnati Journal and Luminary” for 
the following, which we copy, just to remind some of our 
friends of kind promises, not yet fulfilled, as well as an encour­
agement for them to attempt even more than they have pro­
mised. Need they he told that our recent changes in form 
causing an increased expense, have not been met by a cor­
responding increase of patronage?
Encouraging.—During the l ist three months, we have 
received almost 100 new subscribers within the limits of a 
single Presbytery in the interior of Ohio. Probably no 
subscription list in the United States, has been more per­
manent than ours for the last two years. What is better 
still, our publisher praises the fidelity oLthe mass < 
patrons in making prompt payments. lliis is a si. 
non to our continued prosperity.
of bis 
sine qua
Diocese of Ohio.—From the Journal of our last Con­
vention, which has Just been issued, we take the following 
statistics of the Diocese:
Clergymen, 35—Candidates for orders, 16—Baptisms 
during the year, 241—added to the Communion, 261 — 
whole number of Communicants in the Diocese, 1496— 
Reports more or less complete were received from 45 par­
ishes. A new Constitution and new Canons were adopted 
and are contained in the Journals. As they are of gene­
ral interest to Episcopalians in Ohio, we shall commence 
their publication in our next.
The following proceedings of the Convention were had 
in relation to the connection between the Episcopate and 
the Presidency of Kenyon College:
Tbe Committee on that part of the Bishop’s Address 
which relates to the connexion between the Episcopate 
and the Presidency of tbe Theological Seminary and Ken­
yon College, made tbe following report:
Tbe Committee to whom was referred so much of the 
Bishop’s Address to the Convention, as relates to the con­
nexion of the Presidency of the Theological Seminary and 
Kenyon College and the Episcopate have bad the subject 
under consideiation, and report, that they are of opinion, 
that the best interests or tbe Church, as well as the more 
enlarged usefulness of the Diocesan, require that his con­
nection with Kenyon College, as President thereof, should 
cease. They have examined the several acts incorporating 
the Theological Seminary & Kenyon College, and the 
articles or conditions upon which the donations were made, 
and are satisfied that such a modification can be made of tbe 
Bishop’s duties, as will effectually secure the funds of tbe 
College from being endangered,and fully answer tbe object 
of the proposed change. They therefore recommend the 
following resolutions:
Resolved, l'l,at this Convention pledge itself, in humble 
. dependence upon Divine Providence, to raise an annual 
salary of fifteen hundred dollars for the Bishop.
. Resolved, I hat the Committee appointed on this subject 
beempowered to employ an A gent immediately logo through 
the Diocese and laise by annual subscription, or otherwise, 
as they may deem best, the above salary; and' that they be 
authorized as soon as the said salary is raised to offer it to 
the Bishop, in order that lie may so arrange his connexion 
with the Theological Seminary and Kenyon College as to 
give a larger portion of his time and labor to the Diocese.
The report was adopted.
In connection with the foregoing statement we give be­
low the report to the last General Convention, embracing 
the state of the Church in this Diocese, for two years pre­
ceding.
I’lie report from this Diocese, in most of its particulars, 
embraces only the period of two years, in consequence of 
the Diocesan Convention of the present year having been 
adjourned to October next. The number of clergymen is
at present thirty-one, the Bishop, twenty-five Presbyters, 
and five Deacons;—the number of parishes is 48; being an 
increase, since the last General Convention, of fourteen 
clergymen and six parishes • seven persons have been or­
dained Deacons, and six Deacons have been ordained 
Priests. Of these, seven had been educated at the Tlieo-
General Convention. In these various improvements 
about $40,000 have been expended.
Closely connected with the growth and prosperity of the 
Diocese,we also regard the institution recently organized at 
Gambier, under the name of the Western Protestant Epis­
copal Press. Its object is the publication of religious works 
and the dissemination of religious truth in connection with 
the Episcopal Church. Its means are yet limited, but it 
has already accomplished enough to show its usefulness 
and efficiency, as an instrument in the extension of our be­
loved church, and the furtherance of truth and righteous- 
j ncss amongst US.
In regard to the state of the Diocese generally, it is one 
of steady growth, and unexampled promise. In almost 
every village of the state laborers only are needed, under 
God, speedily to build up congregations, and establish per­
manently the principles and usages of primitive Christian­
ity. No portion of territory within tile hounds of the ju­
risdiction of the Church presents a more inviting field 
for ministers who only seek the glory of God and the sal­
vation of souls, and understand the right dividing of the 
word of truth.
logical Seminary of the Diocese of Ohio. Nine Missiona- i as a stewardship given them for the responsible discharge 
ries have been employed during the past year in the service of its functions. He commanded them, in life to re,
Notice.
The Quarterly meeting of the Board of Education and 
Missions of the Protestant Episcopal church in the Dio­
cese of Ohio will be holden in Gambier on Monday the 
Util of January 1836.
Those who wish for assistance either as Beneficiaries or 
as Missionaries of tbe Board must make application in 
writing through the Secretary.
JOSEPH MUENCIIER, Nec’ry.
Gambier Dec. 30f/t 1835.
DI3D,
In Cincinnati on Tuesday 8th ultimo, Mrs. Catharine, 
consort of S. P. Chase, Esq., and daughter of John P. 
Garniss. Mrs. C. will be long missed and much regretted 
in our society. She was beloved by all who knew her, and 
universally respected for her many womanly qualities.— 
Buckeye and Mirror.
RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Clerical Changes--- The Rev. John H. Norment, of
Tennessee, has taken letters dimissory to the Diocese of 
Georgia, and been appointed missionary to the Episcopal 
congregation at Columbus.
The Rev. Andrew Matthews, Deacon, of Tennessee has 
been invited to the Rectorship of Christ Church Tuscaloo­
sa, Alabama, and has accepted the invitation.
The Rev. Moses Marcus has been called to the pastoral 
charge of the parishes of Christ Church, North Hempstead 
and St. Paul’s Church, Glen Cove, Queen’s county, and 
has accepted the same.
The Rev. William Staunton, Missionary at Palmyra and 
Lvovs, Wayne County New York, has, we learn, accepted 
a call to the Rectorship of St. James’s Church, Roxbury.
[ Christian Witness.
The Rev. Mr. Ward, late pastor of a Congregational 
Church in Hillsboro’, Netv-Hampshire, was admitted to 
the holy Order of Deacons on Sunday evening last in 
Christ Chuich, in this city (Boston,) by the Rt. Rev. 
Bishop Griswold. The candidate was presented by the 
Rev. Mr. Croswell, who also read prayers, and assisted 
in the administration of the communion. The ordina-
were present.—Chr. Witness.
Domestic Missions.—The following important mission­
ary stations are at present unsupplied, viz.
New-Albanv and Lawrenceburg, in Indiana,
Rushville, in Illinois, and
Key-West in Florida.
'Fhe Domestic Committee of the Board of Missions are 
anxious to obtain a suitable missionary for each of these 
places without delay. The undersigned will be happy to 
give every necessary information respecting them; and he 
respectfully requests those clergymen who are disposed to 
enter on any of these promising fields of labor, to commu­
nicate with him on the subject.
Benjamin Dorr.
Sec. and Gen. Agent of D im. Com. of Missions.
Editors of Church periodicals are requested to give the 
above a few insertions.
Domestic Missions—All remittances and payments of 
money are requested to be made to James Swords, Esq., 
at the Washington Insurance Office corner of John and 
William streets, or at the book store of Messrs. Swords, 
Stanford and Co. 152, Broadway, New York.
Benjamin Dorr, Secretary,
And General Agent for the Committee of Domestic
Missions of (he Protestant Episcopal Church.
New York, Oct. 27, 1835.
Foreign Missions__ All remittances, and payments of
money, are requested to be made to Henry Cary, Esq., 
Treasurer of the Committee for Foreign Missions, Phce- 
nix Bank, Wall St. New York.
JAMES MILNOR.
Secretary and General Agent of the Committee of the 
P. E. Church for Foreign Missions.
New York, October 27th, 1835.
Protestant Episcopalian.—This periodical will in fu­
ture be under the control of an Editorial Association com- 
posed of the following clergymen: Bishop FI. U Onder- 
donk, Rev. Dr. Delancey, Rev. Mr. Jones, Rev. Mr. 
Morton, Rev. Mr. Cruse, Rev. Mr. Meade, Rev. Dr. 
Ducachet, Rev. Mr. Boyd, Rev. Mr. McCoskry, Rev. Mr. 
Sutldards, and Rev. Mr. Clemson.
. Senator Smith of Connecticut, was buried at Wash­
ington on the 9th of December. The funeral service 
was performed by the Rev. Mr. Higbee of the Episcopal 
Church. A correspondent of the Boston Daily Adverti­
ser says of Mr. Higbee’s funeral discourse that it was
finely conceived, and ended with consummate beauty and 
force. It was, indeed, an admirable occasion for impres­
sive exhortation; and it was not lost. He invoked the 
great, the vise, and the famous, to pause from the strug­
gle of this world, and ponder upon its nothingness. He 
admonished them to reward the tenure of existence here
member death, and so to demean themselves here, that 
they might stand ever ready for death, resurrection, and 
the judgment to come.—CAr. Witness.
General Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Uni­
on.—The following has been banded us, with the request 
that it may be inserted in t-be other Journals of the 
Church.
PREMIUMS.
The Executive Committee of tbe General Protestant 
Episcopal Sunday School Union hereby offer a premium 
of one. hundred dollars for the best set of Questions on the 
Gospel according to St. Matthew, and also a premium of 
one hundred dollars, for the best set of Questions oil the 
Acts of the Apostles- The former must he sent in on, or 
before the 1st day of February 1836; the latter on or be­
fore the 1st day of May, 1836. To each set must be affix­
ed a fictitious signature; and a sealed envelope containing 
the said signature, and the real name and residence of the 
author, and labelled ‘Bible Questions, Matthew,’ or‘Acts,’ 
as the case may be, must accompany the same. The 
Questions must be drawn up agreeably to the following 
instructions:
1. They should be plain and pertinent, so constructed 
as that they may be answered in the words of the sacred 
text, or when difficult to do this, or requiring critical knowl­
edge, they should have answers attached, expressed as con­
cisely as possible, and not to be repeated by being merely 
tin-own into a different form.
2. Tile chapters should be divided into sections, or les­
sons of ten or fifteen verses each, 'fhe subject of each les­
son stated as a heading, and tne questions so drawn as to 
leave a distinct impression of the improvement to be deri­
ved from each subject.
3. The book to be divided into two parts: the first part 
to conta’n the more simple questions, and such as may 
chiefly be answered in the words of the book,—the second 
part requiring more thought and research testing tile ex- i 
lent of acquaintance not only with the subject of the les- I 
son, but tbe whole revealed will of God. Thus,—Is there 
any prophecy in our lesson? What is a prophecy ? What 
doctrine is taught?
Each lesson shall have questions on the practical use 
and applications of the subjects they contain : suitable maps 
to accompany the hook: attention to be paid to the differ­
ence of type between the questions on tile lesson and its 
improvement.
Tbe manuscripts and all communications upon the sub­
ject, to be addressed to the
Rev. F. H. Cuming,
Sec. of the Gen. Prot. Episc. Sunday School Union.
The following is a reply to certain inquiries from a cor­
respondent.
1. Tbe Gospel of St. Mattnew is alone to be contem­
plated by the Book of Questions, excepting an occasional 
reference to tbe other Gospels when they narrate the same 
circumstances or conversation, either more fully or with 
some diversity. In such case tbe Question shall have re­
ference to the particulars added, or difficulties related, with 
the mode of reconciling any seeming discrepancy.
\ 2. The two parts are to he entirely independent of each
other; each to he prep..—A ... t complete in itself.— ’
The first is designed for the younger classes, the second for 
chose more advanced. The second part is intended to ex­
ercise the judgment, calling for explanations and improve­
ment beyond the usual comprehension of young beginners.
In behalf of the Committee,
L. P. Bayard.
LATE FROM GREECE.
Through the kind attention of a friend we are able to 
present our readers with the following letter from Dr. 
Robertson, dated Syra, June 29th. The course of our 
Mission in Greece has heretofore been exceedingly pros­
perous. Amidst the political changes which have kept 
the country in continual agitation, nothing has occurred 
to discourage the labors or damp the hopes of our mis­
sionaries; nothing to shake the growing confidence of 
the people. But, hitherto, the influence of the mission 
has not been extensively felt. The enemies of the truth 
have probably regarded it as an agent in its promulgation 
of little consequence. Now, the grain of mustard seed 
has grown to be a great tree. The mission has risen to 
great importance; it is exerting a wide and powerful in­
fluence; it has engaged the notice, and secured the ap­
proval of government. Fifteen hundred children are in­
structed in the gospel of Christ. Is it not time that infi­
delity should arouse itself into opposition?—Can it be 
expected that the enemy of souls will surrender his em­
pire without a struggle?—The wonder is, that so little 
opposition has been heretofore encountered.
Under the hostile and relentless persecution of man, 
the ambassador for Christ can always derive comfort 
from the reflection that his cause is not his own, but is 
sustained by the strength and governed by the wisdom 
of God. The cause of Christianity has made too exten­
sive progress in Greece, to be crushed by a little opposi­
tion. God will take care of his own truth. It devolves 
on us to coinmend our missionary brethren to his heav­
enly care and guidance;—to pray much and fervently for 
his approval upon their work, and to provide them with 
the means necessary to its prosecution.—Christian Wit­
ness.
“ l fed tHat we need more than ever the prayers and 
sympathies of our brethren at home. It is a critical 
period with us. While we have many encouragements 
to persevere in our work, and to he still mors abundant 
in labors,—we have also causes of apprehension that ob­
stacles and difficulties may increase. We perceive daily 
that the foes of truth and light are on the alert, and that 
what cannot be effected by direct and open opposition, 
will be attempted by concealed intrigue. That the at­
tacks upon the various departments of missionary work 
are becoming not only more frequent, but more system­
atic, is a truth that we cannot conceal from ourselves.—
tion sermon was preached by the Bishop. The Rev. lit is a subject of frequent consideration and fervent 
Mr, Conolly of St. Matthew’s, South Boston, and the prayer at our little meetings for devotional purposes, 
Rev. Mr. Dunn, a clergyman of the Church of England, which are held every Thursday evening alternately in
the three missionary families here. A portion of the 
hostility to our cause is, I doubt not, set on foot by ene­
mies who have art enough to excite the jealousy of the 
Greek where it does not already exist, and to increase it 
where it does. One mode of endeavoring to prejudice 
the public mind, has been by occasional notices to our 
disadvantage in the French paper published at Smyrna. 
A short time since one of these paragraphs announced 
that our Nomarch had succeeded in reconciling the ani­
mosities formerly existing between the Latin and Greek 
Bishops,—and that these Prelates now were uniting their 
efforts against the American missionaries here, who had 
made many proselytes, and who sent for publication 
highly colored statements of their operations to their 
native land. A paper which appeared a week or ten 
days later contained a well written reply, giving the 
names, country, and departments cf labor of the mis­
sionaries here, aud calling upon the writer of the former 
article to specify the converts, or to content himself 
with the character of a wicked slanderer. Since these 
pieces, a young man called on our worthy friend Profes­
sor Bambas, saying that he was in great indigence, and 
wished in consequence to embrace the American religion. 
As lie understood that the Professor kept the secret list, 
he had come to have Ids name inscribed. Bambas at first 
asked his name and country, and began to put them down, 
in order to ascertain who the youth was,—hut his feelings 
meanwhile getting the better of him at the idea of this gra­
tuitous insult,—be broke out in a stern voice, “and who 
sent you, sir?” The young man, finding that the Pro­
fessor was not to be trifled with, turned to flee, but was 
closely pursued by one then in the house, in order to be 
brought before the police. He, however, beat off bis pursu­
er with stones, and at length escaped. About this time, a 
so-called crazy man, (but probably, more crafty and male- 
volent than deranged,) who had been making haiangues to 
the mob at Athens, came to exercise his power ill t lie streets 
and coffee houses of Syra. 5 on might find him a dozen 
times a day, with a crowd about lnm, warning the people 
against the missionaries. He, however, like the Smyrna 
Gazette, was as violent against the Regency and the Bava­
rians generally, as against ourselves. A much more seri­
ous matter than either of the former is a decree lately issu­
ed by the synod of the Greek Church, prohibiting any oth­
er copy of the old Testament, than the translation of the 
seventy, from being used either in schools, Churches, or
among the people, as the basis of religious inst ruction._
This evidently directly aimed against the translation from 
the Hebrew, now preparing under the care of Rev. Mr. 
Leeves, with the aid of Professor Bambas, for the British 
and Foreign Bible Society, of which the Pentateuch, Jo­
shua, the Psalms and Isaiah, have already been published
and are in pretty wide circulation- There had been con­
siderable previous controversy, as to the merits of the trans­
lation and the superiority of the Hebrew text to the Sep- 
tuagint,—in which the advantage, I think, had been on our 
si le. It remain,, to be seen how far the authority of the 
Synod will go in preventing it from being read by the peo­
ple. One certain evil is that it will be banished from the 
schools, in which it had began to be very useful. Still the 
New Testament is freely permitted, and we must publish 
extracts or abridgments of Old Testament history, prophe­
cies, &c. for the illustration and better understanding of 
the New. Now, before I close, let me give the brighter 
part of the picture. We have, then the assurance of the 
heads of the government that they view our operations 
with a favorable eye. To Mr. Hill they even send twelve 
girls to be educated fer teachers. The people do nsl hes­
itate, notwithstanding the efforts to sow among them suspi­
cions against us, to entrust us witli their children.* All 
the schools are at present flourishing, and there are more 
offers of pupils than we can take charge of. The demand 
for the scriptures (I cannot say in regard to the new trans. 
Intionfrom Hebrew, since the decree, not having heard,) 
generally is on the increase, and more copies are sold than 
before. Books from the missionary presses- are also every 
where welcomed. Personally we are treated with the great­
est civility both by the people and officers of government. 
The children in our schools, while acquiring other know­
ledge are also diligently instructed in the great principles 
of the gospel, and the way of salvation is clearly made 
known to them day by day. Our English service here 
continues to be well attended, and we have hud as many as 
fifty present. The French evening service is also contin­
ued and Mr. Iliklner has also a regular service for German 
Protestants. 1 still circulate many French and Italian 
tracts and exert myself in the Temperance cause, I hope 
not without effect. So you see that we have still plenty of 
work and that we have reason to trust that our labors will 
notbeinvain. Our motto should be to “ hope for the 
best and prepare for the worst,” and we should be en­
couraged with the words of Elliot, that “prayer and 
pains, with the help of God, will effect any thing.” I 
regret very much that no friend has yet sent me a dozen 
or two of prayer-books and also of the hymns and psalms 
of the Church and a few music books adapted to them. 
We need them much. Also, I should be very glad an­
nually to receive a Church almanack (Swords) in good 
season as I am sometimes puzzled to know how to direct 
to my brethren of the clergy.
J. J. ROBERTSON.
P. S. I wish to have boxes, packages or letters for me 
to be forwarded to Malta, to the care of Peter Stuart, 
& co. This will save me all the trouble expense and 
disorder of the quarantine, to which are subject all ai ti­
des arriving here from Smyran. Your letter should 
contain if possible, an account of the contents. The 
boxes, &c. by the Banian have forty days quarantine, 
and the same is the case with the seven boxes since safe­
ly received by the Padang. Give our best Christian re­
gard to all friends, and believe me very sincerely and af­
fectionately your brother in Christ.
* The whole number of pupils in the missionary schools 
in Greece is about 1500.
Missionary Contributions—We are obliged to a cor­
respondent for the subjoined gratifying information.
The success which has attended the first efforts of the Se­
cretaries and General Agents of the Board of Missions, in 
behalf of their respective Committees, must be as encour­
aging to them as it will be gratifying to the friends of the 
Church generally.
As yet the subject has been presented, according to tbe 
present arrangement, to but two of tbe congregations in 
this city, and to one in Brooklyn, and their example is wor­
thy of all praise. The collection in St. George’s Church, 
after a sermon by the Secretary and General Agent of the 
Foreign Committee, amounted to $421, and in St. Ann’s 
Church Brooklyn, on Sunday morning last, after a sermon 
by the same Rev. gentleman, more than $700 were collect­
ed, or pledged, and we understand that the amount will 
probably be increased to a thousand.
In Grace Church, in this city, after a sermon by the 
Rev. Mr Dorr, tbe Domestic Secretary and General Agent 
the contribution was $445. We hail these liberal first- 
fruits as tbe promise of a rich harvest. If all our Church­
es will come up to the work in the same noble and gener- 
ousspirit, tbe Missionary Society, with God’s blessing, will 
be able to realize, under its present organization, all that its 
warmest friends have anticipated. There is certainly an 
excellent missionary feeling pervading tbe Church, which 
needs only to be cherished to produce the most beneficial 
results.— Churchman.
Mission to the Rocky Mountains.—A letter has been 
received at the Missionary Rooms, from Dr. M. Whit­
man, who has been on an exploring tour among the West­
ern Indians, with Rev. Mr. Parker. It is dated St. Louis 
Nov. 7. He left Mr. Parker on the Green River—a 
branch of the Colerado of the West, which empties into 
the Gulf of California. He speaks of the place as the 
general rendezvous of the hunters and trappers, among the 
mountains,. Besides these, they found there about 2060
Shosonese and Snake Indians, and about forty lodges of boats up and down the Ohio this season amounts to at
Flatheads and Napersas. Tbe chiefs appeared Remarka­
bly well disposed, and anxious to receive instruction. Tbe 
Flatbeads and Napersas have received some notions of re­
ligion from traders and travellers, amounting to a mixture 
of Catholic ceremonies, Protestantism and common moral­
ity. They say “they have always been unhappy, since
they have been informed of the religion of the Whites__
Tlivy do not understand it. It has only reached their ears. 
They wish it to affect their most vital parts.”
The missionaries thought the Flatheads and Napersas 
very important and interesting tribes for missionary labors. 
Dr. W. returned for tbe sake of making arrangements, if 
the Board should think fit, to take in a reinforcement and 
establish a mission there next Spring. Meanwhile, Mr. 
Parker, will remain, and, in company with his new made 
Indian, French and English acquaintances, will visit Wala 
wala, Vancouver, and the Methodist Mission, all which are 
farther north.
According to the statements of the Indians and others 
at Green River, the Lees, the Methodist Missionaries, did 
not visit the Flatheads, hut located themselves among the 
Chenoots, on the Multinoma. Perhaps, however, these 
Chenoots are a family of Flatheads. The Napersas are
probably, the Nez perccs, i. e. Bored nose Indians__ Boston
Recorder.
From Mexico.—Very important intelligence from this re­
public, as well as from the province of Texas, almost fills 
the columns of the New Orleans papers. Our dates, says 
the Commercial from that city, are to the 27th of Novem­
ber, and if the accounts are true, the reign of Santa Anna 
must be very near its close. The Texans, it appears, are 
| in regular correspondence with the large party in Mexico
From Africa.—Some solicitude has been felt for the i opposed to centralism. The whole republic seems to be in 
health of the Rev. J. Leighton Wilson, tbe American mis- a ferment. General Mehia, who set out trom Metamoras 
sionary at Cape Palmas, Africa. We are happy to learn some weeks ago, at the head of a considerable force, in- 
by a letter fiom bis family, dated at tbe Cape, September tending to invade the Mexican territory, was believed to 
1, that both he and his wife had recovered from their at- I have made himself master of Tampico, whence he would 
tacks of fever, and that for the previous two months they act >>’ concert with the Texans on tbe north, and the re- 
had enjoyed American health.” Mrs. Wilson had com- volting Mexicans ori the south. It was currently reported 
tnenced instructing a school of fifteen native boys, wbo I at ^ata,noras l,1at solne of the most influential officers in 
the Mexican army, have openly denounced centralism, and 
the state of things in the republic was such, that Santa An­
na would either be obliged to return to the federal system 
or abandon all hopes of power in Mexico.
Gen. Alvarez was in force against Santa Anna and cen­
tralism in the south.
Protests have been published in several of the states 
against the new constitution. The Indian tribes on the 
frontiers have renewed hostilities; and in short Santa An-
are greatly attached to her, and are proud of being her pu­
pils. Tbe letter mentions, that shortly before it was writ­
ten, a boa constrictor, measuring fourteen feet, was killed 
in the yard of their residence.— 8'. 5. Jour.
From Canton—The Provincial City__ April 2Sth—The
Kwang ehow-foo has built a rain supplication aitar in bis pub­
lic court, and a Budbist priest ascended it to day, reciting
tbe book of bis sect, praying for rain. lie annears about i . , , ■ , , .. „
forty wars old, of a dark complexion. He is to continue TtxasPCarS ’ g01"S
-orsbip ami praying for three days when rain must cer o,/tbe otI)cr ha|)d ,
fm„/y/fl«/_Wh,lst he is chanting Ins prayers, there are ofthe 25th says that the lates arrivals from Matamoras
a number of men on each side, beating drums and gongs. ! i________ _ J
On the altar is placed a table, on which are laid out a
number of fragrant candles and some clear water. On j 
one side of tbe table a staff upright. Tbe altar is with­
out any covering to shade bis bead; and the priest lias
 , i . „ .. , <• . a . .. i.1.,, -.1___ 1 - —I.I.. __ b5” , brought rumors that Santa Anna was daily expected at that
place, with seven thousand men.
The will of the late Mr. Cobbett has been proved in the 
Prerogative Court,and the effects sworn to be under the val­
ue of £1500. The whole of his property, including his 
copyrights, is left to his eldest son.
It appears from a London paper, that the Viceroy of 
Egypt has employed engineers in boring for water in differ­
ent parts of the desert between Cairo and Suez,and that they 
have already succeeded in discovering water in several pla­
ces.
Dwelling House for Sale.
The subscriber offers for sale a con­
venient frame Dwelling House built in 1834, 
containing four comfortable rooms on the 
ground floor, and three chambers above, with 
a good cellar under the kitchen.
Said house is situated on Brooklyn-street, near the 
centre of the village, and is considered one of fhe most 
desirable locations in Gambier.
A liberal credit will be given for a portion of the pur­
chase money, and possession given on the first of April 
next. N. W. PUTNAM.
Dec. 25 3t eo3t
been exposed the whole day to the heat of the sun, which 
has been scorching; yet no signs of perspiration have been 
observed either on his body or face. A great crowd have 
been gazing at him. It is said that he has not tasted food 
and that the heat has increased since he lias been on the 
altar.
30th.—The inefficiency of the prayers of the Budbist 
priest still continues to excite the ridicule of the people, 
which has been exhibited in various lampoons, reflecting on 
the government officers.
Flonqua, the celebrated and immensely rich merchant 
died at Canton on the 27 of May. The Canton Register 
says, ‘lie was universally detested.’
Ibero is no less than twenty one Theological Colleges 
in the United States, all of which have been instituted since 
the year 1808! and they contain 853 students, and have 
accumulated 75,000 volumes. There are 75 colleges for 
general education, most of them with professional depart­
ments, and they have 8,136 students; and forty of these col­
leges have been created since the year 1814. Altogether 
there are 96 colleges, and no less than 9,032 students.
SUMMARY.
Liberia.—Arrival of Emigrants—The Liberia Herald 
of Aug. 29th says: “On the 9th inst. brig Louisiana, 
Captain Williams, arrived from Norfolk, Va. with 46 emi­
grants, 38 of whom are Africans, principally, we believe, 
from the regions of the Nunez and Pongas. They are a 
strolling people. A number of their countrymen, and 
among them some acquaintances, have found their way to 
this settlement. They were hailed by their redeemed breth­
ren, with the most extravagant expressions of joy, embrac­
ing each other with the utmost cordiality, a hundred times 
repeating, “Einamar, Emainar, Koorah haro go?” IIow 
are you, Low are you, are your well? It is thought they 
will return to their native country, but we think it doubt­
ful; as they m e aware, that in that case, they would more 
than likely be found again on board a slave ship.
On the 12th inst. the Susan Elizabeth, Captain Lawliit 
arrived from New York—Passengers, Doet. E. Skinner, 
Colonial Agent, and daughter, Rev. .Mr. Seys and family, 
of the Methodist Episcopal Mission, Rev. Messrs Crocker 
and Myln, and lady, of the Baptist Mission. We hail with 
joy, the arrival of the passengers by this vessel.
On tbe 14th inst. the schooner Harmony, Captain Pas­
cal, from Baltimore, with 27 emigants for Cape Palmas, 
arrived. This expedition lias been long expected at Cape 
Palmas, and will no doubt prove an acceptable reinforce­
ment to Doctor Hall.
On the 19th inst. ship Indiana, Captain Wood, arrived 
from Savannah, with 65 emigrants, among whom was Dr. 
Davis and family. These repeated arrivals, following so 
closely in the track of each other, seem to have given some 
uneasiness to the natives. They do not understand it 
and imagining that Americans move by the same principle 
that they do—that is to say animal motives, they conclude 
that ‘ Rice be done for big’Merica,” and hope they will 
plant more next year, or “black man will no have place for 
set down.”
Battle with Joe Harris and his men—Victory of the Colo­
nists__ On the 14th of July one hundred and twenty men,
volunteers, embarked from Monrovia to Bassa. Before 
the 20th of August they had returned, having succeeded 
completely, after a general engagement, in the object of 
their expedition, viz. the destruction of Joe Harris’s town.
[zVeaj- York Observer.
South Carolina College--- We understand (says the Co­
lumbia Times) that the Trustees have elected Mr. Robert 
Barnwell, President and the Rev. Basil Manly, Professor 
of Sacred Literature and the Evidences of Christianity in 
the South Carolina College.
The Legislature of South Carolina have appropriated 
$10,000 for a survey of the Route of a Rail Road from 
Charleston, South Carolina, to Cincinnati, Ohio, and have 
incorporated a companv for that purpose with a capital of 
$6,000,000.
Liberality.—On the evening of the 18th tilt. Mr. James 
Brewster of New-Haven, made an address to a large num- 
bes of mechanics, at the Town Hall, in Norwich, ‘on the 
subject of internal improvements, and the duties and inter­
ests of the laboring classes, generally,’ Mr. B. is well known 
as one of the most enterprising, successful and public spir­
ited manufacturers in our country. The address, as we 
learn from the Norwich Courier, and as might have been 
expected from one who has been the artificer of his own 
fortunes, abounded in good sense, embodying the results of 
experience and reflection. The mechanics of the present 
day enjoy peculiar advantages, from lectures of this sort— 
which contain practical remarks bearing on the manage­
ment of their business, such as cannot be gathered from 
hooks; and it is an omen for good, that they are so much 
disposed to avail themselves of these opportunities.
At the close of his address, Mr. B. put into the hand of 
the chairman, $100, to aid in purchasing a Library for Me­
chanics;-—and gentlemen present added $500 to this dona­
tion. We hope the time may come, when as the result of 
such general acts, the only competition between different 
occupations and professions will be, which shall be most in • 
telligent, moral and devoted to the best interests of their 
country and the world. — Connecticut Obs.
Newly Discovered Mode of Miking Bricli.—Mr. James 
Wood, of Haverstraw, maugre his name, has, as we learn 
invented a new mode of making brick, which is esteemed 
much superior to the common kinds in use. It is by mix­
ing pulverized Schuylkill, or other anthracite coal with the 
clay, whereby it burns with more facility, and becomes 
harder, and more impervious to water.
A few weeks ago, Mr. Samuel Warren, of York, Liv­
ingston co., while digging for water came to ai rock at about 
38 ft. when he commenced boring—at the depth of 90 feet 
he struck a vein of salt water which immediately ascended 
with considerable velocity, at the rate of 20 gallons per 
minute. Those who have visited the premises say that 
the saline properties are nearly equal to those of Ononda­
ga,
The New Orleans Bulletin of l9th Nov. says that two 
companies of Kentucky volunteers, each of 100 men, and 
perfectly equipped, had entered the Red River country a 
few days before un their way to Texas.
It is estimated that the merchandise transported in steam'
least $16,300,000—nearly the price given for the purchase 
of Louisiana.
As Mr. ------, of Jackson county, la., was returning
from a neighboring grog shop, a few’ evenings since, says 
tbe Cincinnati Whig, lie was most furiously attacked by a 
bear of the largest size, which he succeeded in “mauling” 
to death with his fists after a splendid contest of five min­
utes. Next morning accompanied by two of bis neighbors 
he repaired to the battle field, when lo, he had killed a fine 
yearling calf.
It is stated from Mississippi that a discovery has been 
made of “fraudulent speculation on the Public Lands of 
the United States, amounting to a million and a half of 
dollars.”
Money is becoming easier in New York, 
tors are opening their eyes again.
The specula-
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From the drawing Room Scrap Book for 1835. 
THE HINDOO MOTHER.
Of the custom represented in the engraving, Mrs. Bel- 
nosgives the following interesting description:
“ Hindoos of high caste, burn their dead; but 1 .
io do so from poverty, are forced to throw t iem .
Ganges, after having performed the ceremony ..
.. .1 •. -i C.ns and carries it to the river, onther takes it up in her arms, anu .
the bank of which she lay. it **«•» time on a piece of 
mat, or on the sands; she stands weeping over the body a 
little while, then retires a few paces back, where she sits 
down watching for the return of the tide to wash away the 
body, end to prevent the birds of prey and Parish (logs 
from’approaching it; at intervals she breaks forth in loud 
lamentations, (something resembling a chant, which is of­
ten heard at a great distance,) in the following words:— 
‘Oh! my child! who has taken thee, and now where art 
thou gone! take me with thee, oh! my child! thou play­
ed around me like a gold top, iny child! the like ot thy 
face 1 have never seen, my child! lire devour the eyes of 
men,my child. The infant continually called me mall, inah, 
(mother, mother;) the infant used to say main kt me sit 
upon thy lap! My child, his father never staid at home 
since he was born, my child! my child ! hut bore him con­
tinually in his arms for men to admire! What has become 
now of that admiration; Evil beful the eyes of men!— 
Oh! my life, say mah again, my child! my child! My 
arm. and my lup feel empty, who will fill them again?— 
Oh, my sweet burden, my eye-sight lias become darkened 
uow that thou bust vanished from before it.”
She leaves it to the sacred stream,
She leaves it to the tide,
Her little child—her darling one,
And she has none beside.
She used to sit beneath the palm,
Her boy upon her knee;
And dreaming of the future years,
That were his own to be;
She saw him with a stately steed,
The sabre in his band:
His pistols gleaming at bis waist,
The foremost of his band;
She saw him with his father’s smile,
Beside some maiden dear;
She smileu to hear familiar words!
Alas! and is he here?
The light lias vanished from her day,
The hope gone from her heart;
The young, the bright, and the beloved,
Oli! how could he depart?
No more his sunny smile will mnko 
« Her own, her household light;
No more will her sweet voice he heard,
Above his sleep at night.
Iler heart and home are desolate,
But for one dearest tie;
But for the father of her child.
She would lay down and die.
The tide rolls on beneath the moon,
Down to the mighty main;
To-morrow may the mother seek,
And seek her child in vain.
JUVENILE.
From Praise and Blaine.
JUDGE NOT FROM APPEARANCES,
The brother of a well known individual thus 
described him; “ I have him in my mind seye— 
a little boy not bigger than hoys generally are 
at twelve years old. When I met him and his 
mother at the inn he strutted before us, dress­
ed just as lie came from keeping sheep, hogs, 
&c.—his shoes filled full of stumps in the heels. 
He,as he looked about him, slipped up: his nails 
were unused to a flat pavement. 1 remember 
viewing him as he scampered up;—iiow small he 
was !”
A gentleman, fond of the arts, having been 
struck by an account of a lad, went a long jour­
ney in pursuit of him. “Having learned,” he 
says, “ the place of his abode, I immediately 
sallied forth and found him at the bottom of a 
saw-pit, cutting wood by moving the lower part 
of an instrument, which was regulated above by 
another person. Having inquired in the dialect 
of the county (Cornwall) if he could paint, 
‘Can you patent? I was instantly answered 
from below, in a similar accent and language 
that he could ‘patent Queen Charlotte and 
Duke William, (William, Dukeof Cumberland,) 
und Mrs. Somebody’s ca t.* ” And perhaps, as 
you peruse this, my little reader, you exclaim, 
“ Why, I never heard of such ill-bred, unman­
nerly creatures;—one could not walk on the 
slabs; and how strangely the other who was 
sawing talked—I wonder any one should care 
about them—I should not, I am sure 1”
BLAME.
And in this you are wrong. The first was 
Robert Bloomfield, afterward the author of a 
poem entitled “ The Farmer’s Boy,’’ twenty- 
six thousand copies of which were sold within 
three years after its appearance, and which was 
early translated into French and Italian* “I 
little thought,” said his brother, after the des­
cription of him first given, “ that little fatherless 
boy would be one day known and esteemed by 
the most learned, the most respected, the wis­
est, and the best men of the kingdom/’ And 
yet such was the fact.
The other was the celebrated John Opie, 
who, at that time rose at three o’clock of a sum­
mer’s morning to draw with chalk and charcoal 
who afterward went to London, and was even­
tually elected Professor of Painting to the Royal 
Academy. Of him it has been said, “Born in a 
rank of life in which the road to eminence is ex­
ceedingly difficult, unassisted by partial patron- 
age, and scorning all slavery and dependence, 
he trusted alone for his reward to the force of 
his natural powers, and to well diiected and un­
remitting study. The toils and difficulties of 
his profession were by him considered as mat­
ter of honorable and delightful contest; and it 
might be said of him, that he did not so much 
paint to live, as live to paint.” Judge not, 
then, of people merely by their looks or their 
manners. It is pleasant when both are agreea­
ble, but they may he so, when there is* little if 
any thing to be admired or valued, were they 
more intimately known; and, on the contrary, 
t ie countenance and movements of persons may 
ie a ike repugnant, and yet acqaintance with 
t iem wou d injure yOur esteem and affection.
<* 1 Ivnl °'ve1ver’ tor, you to Pursue whatever is 
lovely and of good report.”
From the Sunday SchooTJournal
ORIGINAL LETTER OF MR. FLETCHER,
ADDRESSED TO A YOUTH.
Madeley, 28th N ov. 1784.
Dear John.
I rejoice to hear that you think of a better 
world; and of that better part which Mary, and 
your mother, another Mary, chose before you.
May all her prayers, and above all, may the 
dew of heaven, come down upon your soul in 
solemn thoughts, heavenly desires, and strong 
resolutions to be the Lord's, cost what it will. 
Let the language of your heart and lips be, at 
any rate, “ I will be a follower of Christ, yea, a 
member of his, a child of God, an inheritor of 
the kingdom ot heaven.” But in order to be 
this happy and holy soul, you must not forget 
that your Christian name, and ten thousand rea­
sons beside, bind you to turn your back upon 
the world, the flesh, and the devil, and to set 
yourself to look steadfastly to the Father, Son, 
and Holy Ghost, your Creator, Redeemer, and 
Sanctifier. Dear John, you have no time to 
lose: we have calls here to the young without 
end. I lately buried in our churchyard two 
brothers and sisters in the same graves. Be 
you also ready! I was praying for you some 
nights ago, on my bed, in my sleepless hours: 
and I asked for you the faith of righteous Abel, 
the chastity of Joseph, the early piety of Sam­
uel, the right choice of young Solomon, the 
self-denial and abstinence of Daniel, together 
with the early zeal and undaunted courage of 
his three friends; but above all I asked that you 
might follow John the Baptist, and John the 
Apostle, as they followed the Lord. Back, 
earnestly back, my prayers. So shall you be 
faithful,diligent, godly: "a blessing to all around 
you, and a comfort to your affectionate old 
"friend and Minister, John Fletcher.
ANECDOTE.
The following anecdote, whilst it does not prove
that the kind of hooks referred to may not be of 
the greatest use to children, furnishes a good 
caution, and one that is especially appropriate 
to those who are inclined to praise “good chil­
dren.”
The remarkable testimony ot a child of nine 
years old, is curious and interesting. She was 
very little acquainted with religious story books 
and the few which she was permitted to read 
were selected with especial reference to the 
principles which we are now discussing; in fact 
her mind had imbibed a love for the Holy Scrip 
tures which rendered such auxiliaries quite un­
necessary; at six years old she read the Scrip 
tures with references, and devoted to thatstu 
dy all her leisure moments. She kept a Bible 
always under her pillow that she might read it 
in the morning before she dressed, and when 
her parents happened to spend an evening from 
home, always requested to have a candle in the 
parlour for the purpose of reading in prefer­
ence to playing in the nursery with her brother 
and sister. A Christian friend one day brought 
her “ Janeway*s Token for Children,”—it is a 
beautiful collection of narratives, detailing the 
happy deaths, and extraordinary experience of 
very young children. She had not read Ion 
when she laid down the book with a look of 
some perplexity, and sat still, evidently deeply- 
engaged in thinking; her mother at length in­
quired how she liked the new book: she an­
swered, “I like it, and yet 1 don’t like it.”— 
when asked to explain, she said it was very in 
teresting indeed, and very useful to parents to 
read, because it would encourage them to be 
gin religious instruction early, “but I do not 
think it fit for children.” “ Why so?” her mo­
ther inquired; she said she thought it calculated 
to teach children to talk like parrots, and say 
fine things which they might not feel. “ I know,’’ 
she continued, “I will not read it any longer for 
fear I would soon not know whether I was 
thinking my own thoughts, or only trying to 
persuade myself that 1 was one of the wonderful 
little children,"—Sunday School Journal.
AN IMPORTANT QUESTION.
A number of intimate friends, dining toge
ther one day, a certain individual of the com­
pany said, It is a question whether we shall go 
to heaven or not. It was afterwards, that this 
one sentence proved, by the special blessing of 
God instrumental to the conversion of some o 
them. Has my little reader, when in company 
with his school fellows, ever thought of thi 
question? Ever made this inquiry? Ever asked 
himself whether he is going to heaven or hell? 
It is certain you are going to one of the places 
and going very rapidly: and while you are 
reading this, some are taking seats in heaven 
and others are making their bed in hell. Choose 
which you will have, and resolve, by the assist­
ance of God’s Spirit, you will now set out for 
heaven. Sometimes an inquiry of this kind is 
attended with special benefit. A Mr. K. was once 
preaching in London on the Lord’s day, when 
a heavy and unexpected shower of rain com­
ing on, several sabbath-breakers took shelter in 
the place where he was preaching. Among 
them was a young man who personally knew the 
preacher, who came from the country; he there­
fore waited till the service was concluded, to 
inquire of Mr. K. after the welfare of some re­
lations. The preacher gave him the desired 
information, and added your good aunt and re­
ligious mother are both lately gone to heaven 
but which way are you going? What will your 
pious mother say, if she should miss her Wil­
liam there? Though the sermon had not the 
least effect, this sentence struck him to the 
heart, and God made it the means of his con­
version.—Which way is my young friend going? 
Will no father or mother, no minister or Sun­
day school teacher miss you in heaven, if you 
should now die? Think of this before it be 
too late. And may God make it the means of 
yourcon version.—Presbyte ria n.
THE PRAYING LITTLE GIRL.
A little girl in London, about four years of 
age, was one day playing with her companions, 
iakingthem by the hands, she led them to a 
shed in the yard, and asked them all to kneel 
down, as she was going to pray to God Almigh­
ty; “ hut don’t you tell my mamma,” said she, 
“ for she never prays, and would beat me if she 
knew that I do.”
Instead of keeping the secret, one ofher play­
mates went directly and told this little girl’s 
mother, who was very much struck, but for the 
present took no notice of it. Some time after, 
on her going in doors, her mother asked her 
what she had been doing in the yard. She tried 
to avoid giving a direct answer. The question 
being repeated, the answer was the same. When 
her mother, however, promised not to be angry 
with her, and pressed the inquiry with very 
in words she said, “ I have been praying to
God Almighty.” “But why do you pray to 
him?” “ Because I know he hears me, and I 
love to pray to him.” “ But how do you know 
he hears you?” This was a difficult question 
deed’ but mark her reply. PuU,„B her lit- 
tie hand to her heart she said, “ Oh I know he 
does, because there is something here that tel s 
me he does.” This language pierced he 
ther’s heart, who was a stranger to prayer 
self, and she wept bitterly. .
Let good children, therefore, do as this little 
irl did,bow their knees before God Almig i y, 
and however short and feeble their prayers, 
they may he sure he hears them, i tiey a.e 
offered in earnest, for he says, “I o\e t iem 
that love me; and they that seek me early shall 





“Never shall I forget the thrill of pleasure 
which the last sentence of a dear child my nep­
hew, excited in my mind. It dropped from 
his lips as he lay dying on my shoulder, I e 
said, ‘Suffer little children to come untome, 
and forbid them not;-that is a sweet saying, is it 
not uncle!’ He expired immediately to know its 
sweetness! He returned from school in appar­
ent good health, gathering strawberries at eight 
o’clock; and a corpse in my arms at eleven the 
same night!—Rev. Mr. Kilpin.
TEMPERANCE.
From the Southern Temperanee Star.
“ Gentlemen, ma'ie use of no more ardent spirits; 
it has brought me to what you see.”
The above expression was made use of by a 
man under sentence of death, in one of the 
counties of the Northern Neck of Virginia, for 
murdering his wife. 1 was present when he 
was first committed to prison. It was last spring 
not long before the superior court; and in less 
than one month from the time the murder was 
committed he was sentenced to be hanged. 
The trial took up several days and the jury then 
sentenced the prisoner to death, and it only re 
mained for the judge to pass the final sentence 
but the counsel for the prisoner petitioned fo 
a new trial, and the judge took twenty-four 
hours to reflect on thesubject. The usual time 
for the judge to make his appearance had pass 
ed; much anxiety was evinced, and he was ex­
pected to appear every moment. He did ap 
pear and proceeded to the Court House, and 
took his seat about 12 o’clock. A roll of pape 
lay on the table o film; lie took it up and
commenced, and read for some time in relation 
to the case, but all was yet suspense, he had ut 
tered nothing that could satisfy the mind whe 
ther or no he intended to grant a new hearing; 
but at last says the judge, “ I have weigh­
ed this matter well; I have reflected deeply on 
the subject, and am forced to come to the con­
clusion, that there are no just grounds upon 
which a new hearing can be granted.” His 
voice faltered, he ceased to speak he was too 
full for utterance. When he gained sufficient 
composure he proceeded, and as appeared with 
the design of passing the final sentence, but 
again his voice faltered and he remanded the 
prisoner to jail, to be brought out at 3 o’clock. 
Three o’clock arrived; the judge had taken his 
seat, the prisoner was at the bar. The judge 
rose and delivered the most interesting address 
on the effects of intemperance I have ever heard. 
He concluded by addressing the prisoner in 
the most feeling and pathetic manner, and pass­
ing the final sentence. The prisoner for some 
time had been much agitated but at this moment 
became excessively so, and fell forward in the 
most convulsive sobs. Such a scene I have nev- 
-er witnessed. I thought, is not this a case in 
which murder has been committed from the 
maddening effects of intoxication alone? Ifso, 
O'. drunkard, pause and reflect: for you know 
not how soon you may be guilty of a like crime 
and after the maddening effects of intoxication 
are over, to meet with all the horrors of a prison 
and pangs of a murderer and finally the end of 
your life. O! may the drunkard take warning 
by the example I have presented, before he 
again lifts the cup of intoxication to his lips.— 
The prisoner we remanded to jail. While the 
jailor was fastening on the irons, the room by 
this time being crowded, the prisoner said.— 
“ Gentlemen, make use of no more ardent spir­
its; it has brought me to what see.” What an 
awful warning ! And is this a solitary instance? 
Far otherwise. I am backed by the best evi­
dence when I say, that, nine tenths of the crimes 
committed in our country may directly or in­
directly be traced to ardent spirits. And will 
not the drunkard take warning?—will he not 
pause?—for he knows not but that he stands on 
the threshold of eternity. One step more and 
he stands before the immutable bar of God!— 
That the scene I have just described had some 
effect, I immediately had an evidence; for a few 
minutes after a gentleman who was in the habit 
of using spirits moderately, one who I had fre­
quently heaid say he never would join a tern 
perance society came to me to enquire for the 
temperance list, saying he wished to join the 
society. I left the Northern Neck a few days 
after this; and know not what effect it has had, 
but hope it has made the impression such an 
awful scene was calculated to inspire.
3d Oct. 1835. R. W. Z.
PLEASING CONTRAST.
Thirty-five years ago, Pittsburg, (Pa.) con- 
tained about fifteen hundred souls, with four 
places for religious worship one of which was a 
court-house, and one a very ancient log cabin. 
‘In those early days,’ says a writer in the Morn­
ing Chronicle, “I cannot recollect a single store 
or lamiiy that did not keep spirituous liquors to 
sell or give their guests* In my youth it was 
very common for all our merchants to keep a 
bottle constantly on the counter for their cus­
tomers, and generally it cost every merchant 
from two to a dozen barrels of liquor per year 
to supply the gratuitous demand of their cus­
tomers.”
Now there are 31 Churches, 55 Sabbath 
and infant schools: and among the numerous 
merchants of Pittsburgh, the writer states that 
ie does not know one respectable man that 
eeps a bottle on his counter, or is in the habit 
o treating his customers, and “ amongst a large 
cire c of respectable citizens, very few now 
eep ardent spirits in their houses to treat
their guests. —Temp. Intelligencer.
From the Boston Courier.
THE AUTHOR OF LACON.
When in London I had the pleasure of an introduction 
to Mr II , a lawyer of some eminence—a class-mate and 
ntimate associate of the Quthor of Lacon—and who let me 
into some of the characteristic traits of that extraordinary 
man. In conversation, said Mr. II., he excelled, in two 
respects, all men with whom I am acquainted—in direct­
ness of thought, and felicity of language. His most un­
premeditated sentences dropped from him with a finish arid 
force which mature reflection could hardly improve. His 
Lacon is only a fair exhibition of the energy and antitheti­
cal point in which he always thought.
In controversy he relied as much on his sagacity in de­
tectin'' the weak points of his adversary, as his conscious 
ability to demolish a stronger and better defended position. 
He chose that his opponent should ascribe his fall more to 
his own weakness and want of skill, than to the herculean 
power of his antagonist; for there was nothing in which 
lie more delighted, than in exposing and mortifying the 
pride and vanity of mankind. Hedespised the world and 
all the captandum modes in which its admiration is usually 
won. He believed with Walpole, that every man, ambi­
tious of place, has his price to whatever political faith he 
may belong. He thought the most ludricrous being in the 
world was a female trying to reach objects beyond the dis­
charge of her domestic duties, and to impress mankind with 
the belief that she was an exception to the weakness of her
lie was singularly inconsistent, continued Mr. in
every thing. He had the poverty of a mendicant in his 
apparel, and the extravagance of a prince in his half con­
cealed ornaments. He would wear a suit of clothes which 
the rent repairing needle had given up in despair, and at 
the same time carrying about his neck, a gold chain, stud­
ded and flashing with jewels, and in the top of his snuff­
box, a diamond worth several thousand pounds. He 
would live in some obscure alley of London, in an apart­
ment destitute of every liberal comfort, dine on a sausage, 
or piece of broiled liver, drinking at the same time the 
most choice wines, and keeping a splendid coach in Regent 
street at an enormous expense. His livery was not intend­
ed for the eye of the multitude, for few knew that he pos­
sessed it, and still fewer that he ever put it to any practical 
use. He was an aristocrat in feeling, and a republican in 
principle. The aid of his powerful pen was sought with 
equal earnestness by the whigs and the tories; but he de­
nounced all political controversies in England as a strife in 
which the leaders alone were to he essentially benefited— 
as a game played by the many for the benefit of the few— 
He would not join the democratical disclaimers out of pow­
er, for be despised the men, nor the titled dignitaries in, 
for he detested their sentiments.
His knowledge of human nature, said Mr. H., was more 
profound, perhaps, than that of any other man living. It 
was his favorite study from childhood. lie would detect 
the hidden traits of a man’s character almost at a glance. 
He would catch the shape and color of his positions at the 
very time, perhaps when the individual considered himself 
the most securely guarded. He would often lay a wager 
upon the force of a very brief acquaintance with a person 
that, under the circumstances supposed, he would prove 
false to all the outward and accredited features of bis char­
acter, and the experiment seldom, if ever, failed of verify­
ing his predictions, still he believed in the reality and 
force of virtue, but he knew where its counterfeit existed. 
Had he possessed treasonable intentions, fie would never 
have mistaken his man; every individual to whom he re­
vealed the terrible secret, would have been one with whom 
it would be safe; and there would have been a compact of 
feeling, more sacred and invaluable than that written in 
blood. But he abjured even the innovating spirit of the 
times as a reckless adventure, in which it was hardly proba­
ble that any thing would be gained, and very possible that 
everv thing might be lost!
He went to the gaming table, not from pecuniary dis­
tress, or with the visionary hope of realizing a fortune, but 
for excitement. He finished a Tract, in which it is shown 
beyond the possibility of a doubt, that where the chances 
are in the slightest degree against a man, he must in the 
end be ruined;—and then went and laid down his last thou­
sand pounds upon the rouelle—he won; he doubled, won 
again; and went on doubling and winning till he broke 
the bank; but went back the next evening, and was broken 
himself. He had now seemingly exhausted all the artifi­
cial sources of excitement and happiness; and being a 
stranger to the sweet mysteries of the domestic hearth, the 
world to him became a blank. He penned bis desponden­
cy in a lew mournful stanzas, which have all the intense­
ness of despair, and passed unbidden to the revelations of 
that state which God has veiled from mortal vision. The 
errors which darkened his life, and the catastrophe in which 
it terminated, flowed less from a depravity of heart, than 
the lofty, unsympathizing solitude of his mind. The in­
tellectual pyramid on which he stood, amazed us with its 
height, awed us with its gloomy grandeur, but it had left 
far below, the warmth, the smiles, and all the sweet harmo­
nies of earth. W. C.
Portraits taken at Toplitz.—The two great person­
ages of the day were the Emperor of Russia and the Prince 
Metternich. The Emperor of Russia is a magnificent 
man—well made, s out limbed, broad shouldered, acting a 
Hercules as well as an Apollo. His face is full of beauty 
and expression, with enough of hauteur about it to an­
nounce his rank. His eyes are good, and his nose Roman, 
and it his small mustachios, which are light-colored, were 
larger, he would be also an Adonis. The light hair and pale 
mustachios, are the only blemish to his countenance. He 
is partially bald, but his forehead is high and commanding 
and while with a square cocked hat pressed over his brow 
he may occasionally look too austere, the moment he is un­
covered a milder character is seen, and if there be any 
truth in phrenology, his forehead denotes benevolence rath­
er than cruelty. Indeed the whole expression forms a mar­
ked contrast to that of the Archduke Michael, who was 
constantly with him.
Prince Metternich is now advanced in years, and his face 
begins to show the marks of time; but the expression is 
that of mildness and reflection—of thought—of grief—of 
serious, steady, good sense. His eyes are small, and often 
restless, and speak something of the daring mind which is 
within; but the prevalent expression is that of patient, 
though not sluggish attention, of one who has seen much 
and practiced much, and found how empty all human pow­
er was, and sought to be at ease, and make those about him 
happy. His white hair adds to the reverence of his ap­
pearance, and he looks like a sage who mixed up philoso­
phy with his politics. The King of Prussia looks like a 
gallant veteran, and feels, no doubt proud of the recollec­
tion of that battle-field, for it was to his presence of mind 
that the victory was owing of the 30th of August, 1813.— 
Correspondent of the Morning Herald.
A Singular Relic.—Among the many other curious 
papers, preserved in the library of the Massachusetts His­
torical Society, at Boston, we have seen a leaf of a sermon 
enclosed in a wrapper, on which is endorsed the following, 
in the hand-writing of Dr. Eliot:
“Dr. Cotton Mather’s leaf of a sermon, which the Devil 
was so spiteful as to tear.”
The leaf itself has an appearance, in one corner, as if 
two pieces had been pinched out by the fingers, and near 
this appearance is the following memorandum, in Cotton 
Mather’s hand-writing.
“While I was preaching at a private fast (kept for a pos­
sessed young woman)on Mark 9,28,29, ye Devil in ye Dam­
sel flew upon me, and tore ye leaf, as it is now torn, over 
against ye Text.
Nov. 29. 1692.
The good Doctor, doubtless, preserved this leaf to testi­
fy, to ail posterity, of the actual presence of the Evil One. 
\Y hat would Sir Walter Scott have given for the possession 
of such a capital fact in Demonology 1—Franklin Mercury.
Hair Cloth—Mr. Elias Willis, of Deerfield, has re­
cently commenced the manufacture of Hair Cloth. This 
article is well known to the ladies as furnishing a superb 
springy covering for sofa, and chair bottoms etc.; and to 
gentlemen as next in value to bristles for easy and el istie 
stock bodies. The other day Mr. Willis brought to our 
office a piece containing upwards of fifty yards, as a speci- 
men of Ins manufacture. To us it appeared a finished and 
beautiful article; more competent judges pronounced it a 
superior one. Mr. Willis informs us that there is no oth­
er manufacture of hair cloth in New England, and that 
there arc two in the United States. Most of the hair cloth 
used in this couutry, he says, is imported. lie has several
looms in operation, and intends to increase the number__
Greenville Gaz.
DISCOVERIES.-Siicb is the title of one of the rare pam­
phlets of Ben Johnson, dated 1631; and which is among 
the last drops of the quill.” We cull from it some strik-
ing and solid observations on men and manners, in the pe- 
rusal of which, the reader will no doubt be tempted to ex­
claim—Oh, rare Ben Johnson.
< 111 fortune never cursed that man, whom good fortune 
deceived not. I have therefore counseled my friends, never 
to trust to the fair side, but so to place all things as she gave 
them, that she may take them again without trouble.
‘A beggar suddenly rich, generally becomes a prodigal; 
he puts on riot and excess to obscure his former obscurity.
‘No man is so foolish but he may give another good 
counsel sometimes, and no man so wise, but he may eas­
ily err, if he takes no other council than his own. lie 
that was taught only by himself, had a fool for his mas­
ter.
‘ Opinion is a light, vain, crude and imperfect thing, re­
sidin'? in the imagination, but never arriving at the un­
derstanding, there to obtain the tincture of truth. We la­
bor with it more than with the truth.
‘ Many men do not themselves believe what they would 
fain persuade others; and less do they the things which 
they would impose on others; hut least of ail, know they 
what they most confidently boast.
‘ What a deal of cold business doth a man mis-spend the 
better parts of his life in, scattering compliments, tender­
ing visits, gathering and vending news, following feasts and 
plays, making a little winter love in a dark corner.
‘ Wisdom without honesty is mere craft and cosenage. A 
good life is a main argument.
I cannot think Nature so spent and decayed as to bring 
forth nothing worth her former years. She is always the 
same, and like herself; and when she collects her strength,
is able still. Men and studies are decayed: she _
Buckeye.
THE GRATITUDE OF OSMAN.
This very interesting anecdote is taken from Hunway's Travels.
_____ .______________ A grateful mind,
By owing, owes not, but still pays,
At once indebted, and discharged. milton.
Tubal Osman, at the age of twenty-five, was appointed
to carry despatches from the Sultan to the Bashaw of 
Grand Cairo. His ship was attacked in her passage by a 
Spanish privateer of superior force. Here he gave the first 
specimen of that intrepidity by which he often signalized 
himself afterwards. At length, after an obstinate contest 
wherein he was dangerously wounded, Osman was compell­
ed to yield.
The Privateer put into Malta with her prize, and the 
commander went on board. This was Vincent Arnaud, a 
native of Marseilles, to whom Osman, still intent upon the 
orders with which be had been entrusted, addressed himself 
thus: “Can you do me a generous action?—ransom me, 
and take my word, you shall lose nothing by it.”
Such a request from a slave in his chains,is not common; 
hut there was something in the manner in which it was de­
livered, that struck Vincent Arnaud so much, that although 
the captiain of the privateer rated his ransom at 1000 se­
quins, that is, about i£500 English, the request was never­
theless complied with, and after taking all proper care of 
his wounds, Arnaud, upon his further request, lent him a 
vessel of his own to carry him to Cairo.
Osman in a short time arrived, and delivered the orders 
with which he had been charged to the Bashaw. He then 
sent back the vessel, together with the ransom, and five hun­
dred crowns more, and some rich furs, as a present to his 
benefactor. Then setting out for Constantinople, he was 
the first who brought the news of bis slavery.
Daring the remainder of bis life, Osman continued to 
testify his gratitude for the favours that had been done to 
him. His courage and conduct having raised him to the 
post of Seraskier, or General-in-chief in the Morea, he lost 
no time in acquainting Vincent Arnaud with his promo­
tion. lie sent for his son, made him large presents, and 
by granting him privileges in the way of trade, soon put 
him in the way of acquiring a good estate-. He even dis­
tinguished all the French who traded to the Morea, by par. 
ticular marks of kindness and attention.
His abilities advanced him in a few years more, to the 
dignity of Blegerheg, or chief governor of Romania — 
Again he sent for Arnaud and his son, treated them with 
such marks of distinction as are there seldom shown to a 
Christian, and loaded them with presents.
At length in 1731, being advanced to the highest dignity 
in tlie Ottoman Empire, and made Grand Vizier, he on» 
more sent to Malta for bis old benefactor.
When Arnaud and his son arrived at Constantinople, 
they were received by the Grand Vizier, in presence of the 
great officers of state, with every mark of affection, before 
whom he gave a public detail of the favours which the gen­
erous Arnaud had formerly shown him. “ I was a slave,” 
said he, loaded with chains, and covered with wounds;- 
this is the man who redeemed and saved me! This is my 
benefactor! To him I am indebted for life, liberty, for­
tune, and every thing I enjoy. Without knowing me, he 
paid a large ransom for me, sent me away upon my bare 
word, and gave me a ship to carry me whither I pleased.— 
Where is even a Mussulman capable of an action of such 
generosity !”
He afterwards conferred with them in private, divested 
of all state and ceremony, enriched them with presents, and 
procured them great commercial advantages.
Memory.—In Homer’s Iliad are thirty-one thousand 
six hundred and seventy verses; and I suppose in his Od­
yssey are much about the same number; and yet it is cred­
ibly reported of Josephus Scaliger, that he was but one and 
twenty days in getting them both by heart.—S. Church­
man.
Records of the Revolutionary and the late War.—- 
An association has been formed in New York, having for 
its object, to obtain by correspondence from every available 
source, detailed and authentic information relating to the 
struggle for independence, and also the war of 1812. The 
actors in the revolution are rapidly passing away, and there 
is no doubt, if proper means are taken, much curious and 
valuable information may be rescued from oblivion. All 
who are in possession of any unpublished facts, would do 
well to communicate them to the corresponding secretary; 
whose name we hope to be able to give in the course of a 
few days.— Ckris. Intel.
Buckwheat for Fowls?—This grain given to fo-wfa, 
tends to make them lay. Rye, on the contrary is supposed 
to have a different effect. — N. Y. Farmer.
To get rid of the smell of oil paint, plunge a handful of 
hay into a pailful of water, and let it stand in the room 
newly painted. * ***
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